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PREFACE 

Considering the extensive coverage in text books and technical 
literature of arch stress analysis and design, it might be thought 
that little of value could be added by a new publication on this 
subject. Emphasis in this paper is on aspects of arch design which 
are not covered in many text books, such as wind stress analysis and 
deflection, stress amplification due to deflection, consideration of 
rib shortening moments, plate stiffening, and calculations for 
preliminary design. In order for a designer to safely and economically 
design any structure, he must have a clear understanding of all aspects 
of the structural behavior. An unfortunate fact of most computer 
program usage is that the designer is much less cognizant of the basic 
action and assumptions. Chapter I covers steel arches and Chapter II 
covers concrete arches in all matters where concrete arches differ 
from steel. Chapter III covers arch construction. 

Much of the material herein is from papers published by Engineering 
and Scientific Societies of the United States and other nations, and 
text books. Credit is given in the text to these sources. The basis 
for the equations developed by the author is given in the Appendix. 

Every effort has been made to eliminate errors; but should errors 
be found, the author would appreciate notification from the readers. 
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CHAPTER I - STEEL ARCHES 

1.1 Basic Arch Action 

The distinguishing characteristics of an arch are the presence 
of horizontal reactions at the ends, and the considerable rise of the 
axis at the center of span, see Figure 1. Rigid frames and tied 
arches are closely related to the arch. However, both of these types 
have characteristics which cause them to act quite differently from 
true arches. In the case of the rigid frame, no attempt is made to 
shape the axis for the purpose of minimizing dead load bending moments, 
thus resulting in bending stresses which are considerably larger than 
axial compressive stress. In the case of the tied arch rib, the 
horizontal reactions are internal to the superstructure, the span 
generally having an expansion bearing at one end. As a result the 
stresses are different, in several respects, for a tied arch as compared 
to an arch with abutments receiving horizontal thrust. 

In a true arch, the dead load produces mainly axial stress, and most 
of the bending stress comes from live load acting over a part of the 
span. Live load over the entire span causes very little bending moment. 
True arches are generally two-hinged, three-hinged or hingeless. The 
two-hinged arch has pins at the end bearings, so that only horizontal 
and vertical components of force act on the abutment. The hingeless 
arch is fixed at the abutments so that moment, also, is transmitted to 
the abutment. The three-hinged arch has a hinge at the crown as well as 
the abutments, making it statically determinate and eliminating stresses 
from change of temperature and rib shortening. 

1.1.1 Dead Load Stress Action 

Since dead load extends over the full span and is a fixed load, 
the arch axis should be shaped to an equilibrium polygon passing 
through the end bearings and the mid-depth of the rib at the crown, 
for dead load only. Since part of the dead load is generally applied 
to the rib as a series of concentrated loads, the equilibrium polygon 
has breaks in direction at the load points. The arch rib is usually a 
continuous curve in the case of a solid web rib, and this results in 
some dead load moments. Trussed ribs have breaks at each panel points 
and, if the dead loads are applied at every panel point, the char~ 
stresses will not be affected by the moment effect mentioned for the 
solid web ribs on a continuous curve. 

Usually a five-centered curve for the arch span can be fairly 
closely fitted to the dead load equilibrium polygon. Due to the greater 
dead load in the outer parts of the span, the radii should increase from 
the crown to~1ard the springing, resulting in an axis lying between a 
parabola and a circular curve of constant rad1us. 
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1.1.2 Live Load Stress Action 

Although there is some live load axial stress, most of the live load 
stress is bending stress. The maximum live load bending stress at the 
quarter point of the span is produced by live load over approximately 
half the span, the moment being positive in the loaded half and negative 
in the unloaded half of the span. The maximum axial stress is produced by 
load over the full span. Thus the loaded length for maximum stress is 
different from the loaded length for the maximum moment alone. Under 
loading for maximum live load stress, the loaded half of the arch 
deflects downward and the unloaded half deflects upward. This 
deflection in combination with the axial thrust from dead and live load 
results in additional deflection and moment. This will be discussed at 
mor8 length under r~oment Magnification. 

For 11 L11 in the AASHTO Impact Formula use one half the span length 
for approximate calculations. For exact calculations use the loaded 
length as indicated by the influence line for the point in question, 
for either lane loading or truck loading. 

With two arch ribs, the live 1oad should be placed laterally, in 
accordance with AASHTO Specifications, to give the maximum load on one 
rib under the assumption of simple beam action between the two ribs. 
In the case of four or more ribs, the effect of live load eccentricity 
can be distributed in proportion to the squares of the distance from 
ribs to the center line. Where there arc two lateral systems, a more 
exact method of distribution is explained under 2.1 .1. 

1.2 Buckling and Moment Magnification 

An arch has a· tendency to buckle in the plane of the arch due to the 
axial compression. This in-plane buckling tendency is usually greater 
than the lateral buckling because an arch bridge generally has two ribs 
braced together, and spaced apart a distance related to the width of 
the roadway. The usual in-plane buckling deflection is in the form of 
a reverse curve with part of the arch rib going down and the other part 
going up, as shown in Figure 2. Thus the buckling length for a two
hinged arch is approximately equal to L, defined as one-half the length 
of the rib, and a kl/r value of 80 or more is usual for most solid web 
arch ribs. This buckling tendency should be taken into account in the 
allowable axial stress, just as it is in other compression members. 
Note that Las used here is the half-length of the axis, and~ is the 
horizontal span. 

In most arches live load deflection causes an increase in stress 
over that shown by a classical elastic analysis. This effect has been 
known for a long time, but it is often overlooked or else treated as 
a secondary stress for which an increased allowable stress is permitted. 
There is a similar effect in suspension bridges, but there is a vital 
difference in the deflection effect on the two types of structures. 
In the case of suspension bridges, deflection decreases stresses and, 
when taken into account, effects an economy. In the case of arches, 
deflection increases stresses, and reduces the safety factor if neglected 
in the analysis and design. 
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The live load moment in an arch is increased by the product of the 
total dead plus live arch thrust by the deflection from live load, as 
shown in Figure 2. The major component of the total arch thrust is dead 
load. Thus dead load interacts with live load in arch moment 
magnification. Maximum positive and negative moments are increased in 
about the same proportion. 

Additional live load deflection is produced by the increuse in 
moment, and this increase in deflection produces an additional increase 
in moment. This effect continues in a decreasing series. An 
approximate method of taking this effect into account is to use a moment 
magnification factor, AF. 

1 Eq. 1 
(for deflection only) 

AFs = moment magnification factor for deflection 4nder service load 

T = arch rib thrust at the quarter point 
(approximately equal to H x secant of slope of line from 
springing to crown). 

A = arch rib area at the quarter point 

Fe = ~2 E 

(~L)2 
the Euler buckling stress 

L = half the length of the arch rib 
(approximately equal to ~/2 x secant of 
slope of line from springing to crown) 

r = radius of gyration at the quarter point 

k is a factor varying from 0.7 to 1. 16, depending 
on end restraint, see Figure 3. 

Equation 1 gives the moment magnification factor at service load, 
and it should be used only for figuring service load deflection. 
Figure 3 can be used to get the value of this factor. For example, 
if T/A = 6 ksi and kl/r = 80, the factor is 1.155. 
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For an overload, the moment magnification factor does not remain 
the same but increases considerably. This is due to the fact that 
deflection is not proportional to load in the case of an arch. To 
take account of thisfact, the following equation for AF should be used 
for Service Load Design in order to maintain a desired safety factor: 

A = 1 
F 1 - 1.7 T (Service Load Design) Eq. 2 

AFe 

Figure 4 can be used to get the value of this design factor. For 
T/A = 6 ksi and kL/r = 80, the design AF is 1.295 as compared to 1.155 
for service load deflection. The constant of 1.7, used in the AF 
equation, is less than the corresponding numerical constant of 2.12 
which is used for moment magnification in the AASHTO equations of 
Art. 1.7. 17, for combined bending and axial stress in columns. The 
AASHTO value of 2.12 is the safety factor for compression. Since the 
thrust in an arch is mainly from dead load and the moment is mainly 
from live load, the increase in thrust due to overload is likely to 
be less than that which may occur in a column. Since the numerical 
factor in the AF equation is to allow for non-linearity under overload, 
it is logical to use a smaller value in an arch formula than in a 
column formula. The numerical constant value of 1.7 has been derived 
from Load Factor Design safety factors which are smaller for dead load 
than for live load. 

The AASHTO Load Factor Design safety factor for compression axial 
dead load is 1.3 ~ 0.85 = 1.53, and for compression axial live load is 
5/3 x 1.53 = 2.55. Thus a weighted safety factor, for a case where 
live load thrust is equal to say 15% of total thrust, would be: 
0.85 x 1.53 + 0.15 x 2.55 = 1.30 + 0.38 = 1.68. A numerical factor of 
1.7 is used in the equation. The numerical constant for Load Factor 
Design is 1 : 0.85 = 1.18 and the equation for AF, Load Factor Design is: 

AF = 1 
1- hl~I 

AF 
e 

(Load Factor Design) Eq. 3 

The effective length factors k, as given in Fi9ure 3, are based on 
Guide to Stability Design Criteria for Metal Structures - Structural 
Stability Research Council, Chapter 16. (1) 

1.2.1 Tied Arch Buckling and Moment Magnification 

Moment magnification should not be used for tied arches. At any 
point in a tied arch the tie and the rib deflect practically the same 
amount. Thus the moment arm between the tension in the tie and the 
horizontal component of thrust in the rib remains constant for any 
section, regardless of deflection. In this respect the tied arch acts 
very much like a bow string truss, and there is no stress amplification 
due to deflection in either. In a true arch, however, the line of the 
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horizontal component of the reaction is unchanged in position by 
deflection. Since the arch rib position does change due to deflection, 
the moment arm of 11 H" is changed by deflection in a true arch, and 
therefore the net moment. which is the difference between simple beam 
moment and the moment resisted by the effect of H, is increased by 
deflection in a true arch. 

Buckling in the plane of a tied arch becomes a matter of buckling 
between suspenders rather than in a distance kl. Where wire ropes 
suspenders are used, the difference in stretch of the suspenders due 
to concentrated live load may be sufficient, due to the high allowable 
unit stress, to cause the buckling length to be somewhat longer than 
the distance between suspenders. (Ref. 5, page 14). 

1.3 Ratio of Rib Depth to Span and Live Load Deflection 

Moment magnification is quite sensitive to the ratio of rib depth 
to span. This is shown by Figure 4. At an axial stress of 8 ksi, an 
increase of kl/r from 80 to 100 increases AF from 1.44 to 1.91. A 
two-hinged design first studied for the 950 foot span Rainbow Arch at 
Niagara Falls (2) had an ~/d ratio of 66.5 and a kl/r ratio of 99. This 
preliminary design showed a very large moment magnification and was not 
used. A fixed arch with an ~/d of 78 and a kl/r of 75 was used. In 
this case, due to the long span and the use of silicon steel, the axial 
stress is 11,700 psi. As can be seen from Figure 4, the moment 
magnification is still large. 

It can be seen from Figure 5 that deflection also is quite sensitive 
to the ratio of span to depth. For a magnified bending stress of 10,000 
psi at service load, the magnified live load deflection is 1/800 of the 
span for ~/d = 75, and 1/1200 of the span for ~/d = 50. 

AASHTO Specifications give a maximum value for live load deflection 
of 1/800 of the span for simple or continuous span. It is questionable 
whether such a high deflection in terms of spans should be permitted for 
an arch. Maximum deflection for an arch occurs for approximately half 
span loading and, under this loading, about one half the span goes down 
and the other part of the span goes up. It could be argued, therefore, 
that the maximum deflection for an arch should be l/1600 of the span. 
Very few existing steel arch bridges would meet such a criteria. Some 
will barely meet the criteria of l/800 of the span. We suggest a 
value of l/1200 of the span. An equation ~/d = 44 +0.6 ff. for two-hinged 
solid web ribs, is plotted in Figure 6. Use of this depth-to-span ratio 
should result in arch ribs which can meet the deflection criterion of 
1/1200 of the span without loss of economy. Several existing arches 
were checked in relation to this curve. Most of them have a lesser depth 
than that shown by the curve. Two hinged trussed arches are generally 
about 25% deeper at the crown than solid-web arches, and increase in 
depth toward the springing. As a result, live load deflection is 
considerably smaller for trussed arches. Moment magnification is reduced 
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in a trussed arch for the same reason, and also because the ratio of 
r to d is almost 0.5 for a trussed arch and about 0.4, or less, for a 
solid web arch. 

Fixed arches may have about 0.8 the depth of two-hinged arches. 
With this depth ratio and the same bending stress, fixed arches will 
have about 2/3 the live load deflection of two-hinged arches. 

See section 1.15 for approximate L.L. deflection equations. 

1.3.1 Tied Arch-Rib and Tie Depths 

Tied arches may be designed with a rib of sufficient depth to take 
almost all of the bending moment. In that case the tie may be made 
the minimum depth permitted by the Specifications (3) for a tension 
member with an unsupported length equal to the spacing of the suspenders. 
The tie in this case is designed mainly for the tension produced by 
the horizontal component of arch thrust. The tie will receive some 
moment due to arch rib deflection under partial live load. This effect 
can be approximately allowed for by dividing the total live load 
moment between the rib and tie in proportion to their moments of inertia. 

Many tied arches, however, are designed with a deep tie and shallow 
rib. The tie then takes most of the bending from partial live load or 
other causes. The rib then serves principally as a compression member to 
take the arch thrust, and may be made as shallow as consideration of 
allowable compressive stress and maximum t/r, based on supports at the 
suspender points, will economically allow. The rib depth will be such 
that bending stress as well as axial stress should be considered in its 
design. 

An approximate method of analysis of a tied arch is to calculate the 
bending moment in the same manner as for a true arch, and then divide 
the moment, at any point, between the rib and tie in proportion to their 
moments of inertia. An exact method of analysis would be to treat each 
suspender force as an ''unknown." The amount of work would then be such 
that a computer program would probably be needed. 

1.4 Rise-to-Span Ratio 

The rise-to-span ratio for arches varies widely. A range from 0.12 
to 0.3 would include almost all bridge arches. Most are in the range 
from 0.16 to 0.2. The site along with navigation clearances or 
vehi·cular clearances and roadway grades may determine, or have a 
predominent effect on the rise to span ratio used. A tied arch with 
suspended roadway over a navigation channel is one case in which there 
is full freedom to vary the rise-to-span ratio to suit economy and 
appearance. 
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An increase of rise decreases arch thrust inversely with the 
rise-to-span ratio, reducing the axial stress from dead and 
live load and the bending stress from temperature change. The axial 
tension in a tie, if used, is also decreased in the same way. Off
setting these effects from the standpoint of economy is the increased 
length of the arch rib. This greater length increases the quantity 
of steel and the dead load. It also increases the buckling length 
in the plane of the arch and the moment magnification factor. The 
lengths of the suspenders are increased. The total length of lateral 
bracing between the ribs is increased, and the wind overturning and 
stresses are increased. Many existing tied arches have a rise to span 
ratio of about 0.2. 

1.5 Stress from Change of Tempei_~ture 

An arch responds to temperature change by increasing or decreasing 
its rise, instead of by increasing or decreasing the span. If the arch 
has a hinge at the crown and at the ends, no stresses are produced by 
a change of temperature. In the case of a two-hinged arch, positive 
moment is produced by a drop in temperature and negative moment by a 
rise in temperature. For a fixed arch, the moments reverse in the 
outer portions of the span. The greater the ratio of rise to span, 
the smaller is the temperature stress. A lesser depth of rib also 
results in smaller temperature stresses. The following approximate 
equations are based on an assumed uniform moment of inertia: 

Temperature Rise 
2-Hinged Arch 

Fixed Arch 

H = 90Eiw t 
t ----o;:z--

8h 

r~ = 3 h s 4 Ht 

M = -H (y -3 h) 
X t 4 

Eq. 4a 

Eq. 4b 

Eq. 4c 

Eq. 4d 

Eq. 4e 
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Where Ht = horizontal thrust from change of temperatures 

Mx = moment at point x 

y = ordinate to arch axis at point x 
I = assumed uniform moment of inertia 
w = temperature expansion coefficient 
t = change of temperature 
h = arch rise 

1.5.1 Tied Arch Stress from Change of Temperature 

A tied arch will not be stressed by change of temperature. A 
difference in temperature between the rib and tie will produce stresses. 
In fact differences in temperature between parts of most bridge 
structures will produce stresses, but these are generally neglected. 
It may be that this effect in a tied arch should not be neglected due 
to the large distance between the rib and tie, and the fact that the tie 
may be protected from the direct sun by the roadway slab. It can be 
calculated by the equation for a two-hinged arch, using the sum of the 
I values for rib and tie and the difference in temperature. As for any 
tied arch, the calculated bending moment may then be divided between the 
rib and tie in proportion of their respective moments of inertia, as an 
approximation. 

1 .6 Rib Shortening, Camber and Arch Rib Closure 

The shortening of the arch axis from axial thrust due to loads is 
called rib shortening. The stress produced by loads may be divided into 
two parts: that resulting from rib shortening, and that resulting from 
flexual deformation. The arch axis can be shaped so as to practically 
eliminate other dead load moments, but the shape of the axis does not 
affect the moment from dead load rib shortening. This dead load axial 
deformation produces negative horizontal reactions and positive moment 
throughout the span of a two-hinged arch. This positive moment results 
in a required larger top flange or chord area than that required for the 
bottom flange or chord. Using a larger area in the top flange than in 
the bottom flange will not balance the maximum unit stresses in the two 
flanges, because more of the axial thrust will then go to the top flange 
or chord. 

Therefore the net result of dead load rib shortening is an 
understressed bottom flange or chord, which means that maximum economy 
is not reached. However, dead load rib shortening stress can be 
eliminated. 
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As an example of the effect of rib shortening on stress, the 
stress sheet for the 1700 foot arch span over the New River Gorge in 
West Virginia (4) shows that, in the central two-thirds of the span, 
the dead load upper chord stresses in kips are from 35 to 60 percent 
higher than the lower chord stresses. This large difference is partly 
due to rib shortening and partly due to larger upper chord areas. 
However, the design unit stresses in the upper chord are very close to 
the allowable, whereas the design unit stresses in the lower chord are 
about 15 percent below the allowable. This is a typical relationship 
for many arches, and is due to the effect of dead load rib shortening. 

It is not necessary to have rib dead load shortening stresses in 
an arch, if certain methods of member camber and erection are used. 
If the lengths of the members are cambered for dead load axial stress, 
there will be no dead load rib shortening stresses. Steinman 
recognized this in 1936 in the design of the Henry Hudson Bridge (29). 
This is because the closure of the arch must be forced if the member 
lengths have been cambered for dead load axial stress but not for 
curvature due to moment from rib shortening. The effect of this 
forced closure, which can be done with jacks that are needed for erection 
in any case, is to produce equal and opposite flexure to that produced 
by rib shortening. The almost complete elimination of dead load moments 
in the Fremont Bridge (5) by the use of length camber, resulting in 
forced reverse moments under zero load is illustrated in Figure 15. 

The method of analysis used, such as a computer program, may 
include rib shortening stresses. If so, they may be separately figured 
and then excluded by use of the following approximate equations for 
rib shortening. These equations are for a uniform depth. See 
equations 48a - 48h (Concrete Arches) for a varying depth of rib. 

2-Hinged Solid Web 

H = -15(r/h)2 Ho.L. 
rs 8 

Fixed-Solid Webs 

H = -90(r/h)2 Ho L 
rs 8 · · 

Mx = -Hrs(y-0.67h) 

2-Hinged-Trussed Rib 
2 

Hrs = -0.47 (de/h) Ho.L. 

Eq. 4f 

Eq. 4g 

Eq. 4h 

Eq. 4i 

Eq. 4k 
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Where H D.L. = horizontal reaction from dead load 

Hrs = horizonal reaction from rib shortening 

r = radius of gyration of a solid web rib 
de = depth center to center of chords at the crown 
h = arch axis rise at crown 
y = arch axis rise at point x, measured from springing 

The method used for analyzing a trussed rib will most likely include 
rib shortening deformation and stress, and the above equations will be 
needed for exclusion of dead load rib shortening stress. The method 
for solid web ribs may or may not include rib shortening. This 
illustrates the importance of a designer knowing the basic assumptions 
of the method of analysis he is using. 

A trussed arch may be closed on a temporary pin in either the upper 
or lower chord. After the arch becomes self-supporting, with all of the 
thrust going through the pin, the gap for the closing chord member is 
jacked open an amount sufficient for the length of that member. In order 
to insure that the stresses are as calculated, it is preferable to have 
the connection at one end of the closing member blank. Holes are drilled 
in the field to fit the opening produced by a precalculated jacking 
force. This force is equal to the calculated stress in the member from 
the dead load, including erection equipment, which is on the bridge at 
the time of jacking. In order to exclude all dead load rib shortening 
stress, the rib shortening stress from dead load to be placed after 
closure should be subtracted (algebraicly) from the calculated jacking 
force. Dead load rib shortening stress should be excluded from the 
design stress and camber in all members. The members are cambered, of 
course, for the stress from dead load thrust, and the stress from dead 
load moment due to causes other than rib shortening. 

An arch may be designed as three-hinged, only for the dead load at 
time of closure. It would be closed on a pin at the crown, and then 
provided with a full depth moment connection. No jacking is required, 
and errors of surveying or fabrication would not affect the stresses. 
The remainder of the dead load would produce rib shortening stresses 
and these should be included in the design. If it is desired to 
eliminate these stresses, it could be done by light jacking at closure. 
If the pin is in the lower chord, jacks in the line of the upper chord 
would exert a pull in the upper chord line, and release after closure 
would leave a precalculated tension in the upper chord equal to the rib 
shortening compression form the additional dead load. For a pin at 
mid-depth of a solid web rib, simultaneous jacking would be required at 
both flanges to eliminate all rib shortening stress. 
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It is necessary to indicate the assumptions with regard to rib 
shortening on the plans, and the requirements at closure to insure 
the realization of such assumptions. The contractor should have 
freedom in choosing the method of erection, but he must be required to 
achieve the desired stress condition. 

1.6.1 Tied Arch Rib Shortening and Tie Lengthening 

The effect of rib shortening in a tied arch is accentuated by the 
effect of tie lengthening, due to tension, from load effects. The 
following equation can be used for calculating H: 

H = -15HoL(It+Ir) 1 + 1 
rt 8h2 (At Ar ) Eq. 4£. 

Where It = moment of inertia of tie 

Ir = moment of inertia of rib 

At = area of tie 

Ar = area of rib 

Values of I and A at the crown may be used 

Eq. 4m 

Where M = sum of moments in rib and tie at point x r+t 

Mr+t may be divided between rib and tie in proportion to their respective 
values of I. Camber will eliminate this moment and that from hanger stretch. 

1.7 Effect of Location of End Pins with Respect to the Arch Axis 

For trussed arch ribs the end pins are often located at the center 
of the lower chord instead of on the arch axis. This has the advantage 
of simpler framing for the arch truss and for the lateral system at the 
ends of the span. It may result in somewhat more steel in the arch 
chords. 

Locating the pin in the lower chord, in effect, is equivalent to 
introducing a negative dead load and live load truss moment at the pin, 
instead of zero moment for a pin on the arch axis. For dead load, this 
negative moment reduces to zero in a little more than one quarter of the 
span length and a maximum positive moment is produced at the center of 
the span. As a result the lower chord has more compression than the 
upper chord in the outer parts of the span, and the less in the central 
part of the span. The lowered pin produces similar results for live 
load stresses at the ends and center of the span. The areas of the 
chord members cannot be fully adjusted to meet these large differences 
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in maximum stress between upper and lower chords at the same point in 
the span. The true arch axis is changed by the change in chord areas. 
The result is similar to the effect of rib shortening stress. The 
designer will be forced to use reduced unit stresses in the upper 
chords at the ends of the span, and in the lower chords in the central 
part of the span. These effects may offset the saving in cost of 
framing details at the ends of the span for a pin located on the 
arch axis. 

Appearance may also enter into the decision of end pin location. 
Tapering the end panel almost to a point from a fairly deep truss may 
give the appearance of weakness. When the pin is placed in the lower 
chord, the abutments are sometimes designed so as to hide the fact 
that the upper chord does not thrust against the abutment. The pin 
is always placed on the axis for a solid web arch. 

l .8 Fixed Arches Versus Hinged Arches 

Unlike concrete arches, most steel arches are not fixed. The 
Rainbow Arch over Niagara Falls (2) is a notable exception. This arch 
was originally planned as a two-hinged arch and changed to a fixed 
arch to reduce deflection and moment magnification. Of course, reduced 
deflection and reduced moment magnification could have been obtained by 
use of a deeper two-hinged arch. The fixed arch was found to be 
lighter in weight, and was probably also favored because of its slender 
appearance. 

Abutment costs are higher for a fixed arch because a large moment 
must be transmitted to the foundation by anchorage ties or by sufficient 
spread of foundation bearing to keep the edge pressure within the 
allowable. Also heavy anchorage details between the steel and concrete 
are required. Although the designers of the Rainbow Arch found economy 
in the use of a fixed arch, studies by the designers of the Bayonne 
and the Glen Canyon arches indicated the opposite. 

Erection is more complicated for a fixed arch, particularly if it 
is by the tie-back method. Complex calculations were made for the 
erection of the Rainbow Arch. 

The fixed arch is statically indeterminate to the third degree. 
Analysis is generally made by cutting the arch at the center of span, 
and taking the horizontal thrust, moment and shear at that point as 
the 11 Unknowns. 11 Simultaneous equations can be avoided by use of the 
11 elastic center, 11 a point below the crown. However, there may not be 
a net saving in work by use of this method. 
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1.9 Allowable Stress and Plate Buckling 

The allowable axial stress, Fa, is given by the equation for Fa 
in Table 1.7.1 of AASHTO Specifications, as revised by 1974 Interim 7. 
This equation is: 

Fa = ~ (l - (KL/r)2Fy ) 
2.12 4~2E 

L for a solid web arch rib is one-half the length of the arch axis. This 
equation has been plotted in Figure 7, and a table of k values for arch 
ribs is giv2n in Fi~ure 3. As in the AASHTO Specifications, when KL/r 
exceeds (2n E/Fy)l/ , the following equation for Fa should be used: 

= 135 X 106 
Fa (KL/r)2 

The allowable bending stress, Fa, for a solid web arch is 0.55Fy. 
No reduction for lateral buckling is needed for a box section, or for 
two plate girders laced together, as in the case of the Henry Hudson 
Bridge. 

The interaction equation, fa+ fb < 1, is used to check the assumed 
section. Fa Fb 

The plates making up the cross-section must meet requirements for 
local buckling. Where the overall design is based on an interaction 
equation, as is the case of the arch rib, the equations for plate 
buckling cannot be based on Fy, or on Fa and Fb. They must be based 
on fa and fb with a safety factor included in the equation. 

The axial stress fa, from arch thrust, produces uniform compressive 
stress across the width of both the flange and the web plates. The 
bending stress fb, from moment, produces uniform stress across the 
flange plate; but a varying stress from maximum compression at one 
edge to maximum tension at the other edge in the web plate. As a result, 
separate buckling equations are needed for the web and flange plates. 

1.9. l Web Buckling 

For an unstiffened web, the effect of fb on buckling is very small 
compared to the effect of fa· For a stiffened web, fb has a very 
appreciable effect on the buckling of the individual panels between 
stiffeners. Although fb does not appear in the following equations, 
its effect has been taken into account in the numerical coefficients 
of the equations. These coefficients are based on a value of fb at the 
edge of the web equal to about 1.75 fa· It is very unlikely that any 
arch would have a higher ratio of fb to fa than 1.75. 
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The plate buckling equations, which are based on the AASHTO 
Specification equations, are quite conservative for the web. In the 
case of the web plate, particularly the unstiffened web, the axial 
stress has the major effect on local buckling, and this stress is 
generally in the range from 0.15 Fy to 0.3 Fy. 

The AASHTO plate buckling equations, and the equations given here, 
cover the full range of unit stress in the plate. Reference to USS 
Steel Design Manual, pages 74 and 75, will show two equations for plate 
buckling, one to be used when the critical stress is below 0.5 FY. and 
the other for a critical stress above 0.5 Fy. It will be noticea, in 
Figure 4. 1, that the curve, for critical buckling stress below 0.5 Fy, 
gives too high a stress above 0.5 Fy. In order to use one equation 
over the entire range, it is necessary to accept a reduced allowable 
stress for the lower part of the stress range. Since the axial stress 
in the web plate of a bridge arch rib will be in this lower range, the 
allowable D/t for the web will be on the conservative side. 

The effect of this conservatism on economy is small, because a 
heavier web will permit lighter flanges. 

Web Buckling Equations: 
No longitudinal stiffener 

D/t = 5000/yrfa, max. D/t = 60 

One stiffener at mid-depth 

D/t = 7500/ ,~, max. D/t = 90 

Is = 0.75Dt3 

Two stiffeners at the l/3 points 

D/t = 10000/ ~' max. D/t = 120 

Is = 2.2Dt3 

Outstanding element of stiffener 

Where D = web depth 
t = web thickness 

Eq. 5 

Eq. 6 

Eq. 7 

Eq. 8 

Eq. 9 

Eq. 10 

Is = moment of inertia about an axis at the base of the 
stiffener 

b' = width and t' = thickness of outstanding stiffener elements 
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Generally two stiffeners should be used in order to get the most 
economical section. For spans of 450 feet or more, longitudinal 
diaphragms across the width of a box section should probably be used. 
These would act as rigid lines of support for the webs. Such a diaphragm 
could be used at mid-depth of the box, and each panel formed thereby 
could be stiffened at its mid-depth. The b/t value for each panel would 
then be based on the average stress in the panel rather than on the axial 
stress for the whole rib. In the case of the Rainbow Arch (2), continuous 
longitudinal diaphragms were used at the mid and fourth points of the web 
depth. These longitudinal diaphragms were supported by radial diaphragms 
about 20 feet apart. The stress in a longitudinal diaphragm at mid-depth 
is fa. 

Longitudinal Diaphragm Buckling Equation 

b/t = 4500/lfa, max. b/t = 54 

1 .9.2 Flange Buckling 

Flange Buckling Equations (Unstiffened) 
Between webs 

b/t = 4250/ Vfa + fb, max. b/t = 47 

Overhang 

b' /t = 1625/ ,/fa + fb, max. b' /t = 12 

Where b = distance between webs 
b' = flange overhang outside web 
t = flange thickness 

Eq. 1 Oa 

Eq. 11 

Eq. 12 

Stiffeners are seldom used on arch rib flanges. A single stiffener 
at m~d-width of the flange would permit a b/t = 8500/\/fQ +rb, and the 
requ1red Is for that value of b/t would be 4bt3. About the only case 
where flange stiffening might be used would be where the two ribs are 
not braced together, laterally. 

1.9.3 Equation for Load Factor Design 

All the above equations in this article are for Service Load Design. 
The corresponding equations for Load Factor Design Are: 

Web Plates 
No longitudinal stiffener 

D/t = 6750/ Vfa Eq. 13 

One longitudinal stiffener 

D/t = 10,150/~ Eq. 14 
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Two longitudinal stiffeners 

0/ t = 1 3, 500/..ffa_ 

b1 /t 1 
= 2200/ Vfa + fb/3 

Flange Plates 

Between webs 

b/t = 5700/\/fa + fb - unstiffened 

b/t = 11,500/ ,jfa + fb - one stiffener 

Overhang 

Otherwise the equations are the same. 

1 .9.4 Web Buckling from Shear 

Eq. 15 

Eq. 16 

Eq. 17 

Eq. 17a 

Eq. 18 

Transverse stiffeners on the web are not generally required for 
stress in either the rib or tie of an arch,reecause of the low unit 
shear stress. The AASHTO equation t = D\1 v (Article 1.7.71) (3), 

7500 
which permits the omission of transverse stiffeners, is almost certain 
to be met. The dead load produces very little shear since the thrust 
line follows the axis. Live load shear is small because the shear is 
only a component of the thrust and, at any point, is equal to the thrust 
multiplied by the sine of the angle between the direction of the thrust 
and the direction of the axis at that point. 

In the case of the tie, the large axial tension more than nullifies 
any buckling tendency from shear. The Fremont Bridge (5) tie is 18 feet 
deep with l/2-inch webs, a 0/t ratio of 432. Transverse stiffeners are 
used on these webs midway between floorbeam diaphragms, thus giving web 
panels of 5 feet 7 inches. These stiffeners were probably used to 
prevent distortion from handling in shipping and erection. 

Longitudinal stiffeners are not required in an arch tie because of 
the large tension. 

Diaphragms are used for arch ribs and ties at points of loading. 
The Rainbow Arch has diaphragms at the columns and midway between, 
giving a 20-foot spacing for the 12-foot rib. 
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1.10 Wind Stress and Wind Deflection 

For lateral forces such as wind, the arch is a curved member in the 
plane normal to the direction of loading. The central angle is large 
and, therefore, the torsional effects are very important in the wind 
stress analysis. The exact analysis of torsional effects is quite 
complicated because of the interaction of St. Venant torsion with 
warping torsion. 

If the two arch ribs are connected by a single lateral system at 
the mid-depth of the ribs, the St. Venant torsion is of minor importance 
and can be neglected in the analysis. The torsional effects are resisted 
in this case by equal and opposite bending of the arch ribs in the 
vertical plane. With lateral systems at both the upper and lower flange 
or chord levels, St. Venant torsion becomes predominant because the 
overall structure is a closed torsional section. 

1.10.1 Single Lateral System 

The forces acting on the arch are applied at the connections of the 
laterals to the ribs, and they act tangentially to the arch curve. Since 
the laterals carry the transverse wind shear, the tangential forces acting 
on the arch ribs are equal to the transverse shear, in the lateral system 
panel, multiplied by the ratio of the panel length to the distance between 
ribs. For the symmetrical load case of wind over the full span, the shear 
is zero at the center of the span, and the shear in any panel can be 
found by summing the panel loads outward from the center of the span. 
This procedure is illustrated in Figure 8. These tangential forces act 
toward the crown of the windward rib and opposite on the leeward rib. 

One method of determining the arch stresses produced by these loads 
is to resolve the tangential forces into vertical and horizontal 
components. The horizontal component of the reaction at the springing 
is then determined by assuming one end bearing to be on horizontal 
rollers, figuring the horizontal movement on the rollers, and then the 
horizontal force required to reduce the movement to zero. The windward 
arch rib will move downward in the outer portions of the span under 
positive moment and upward in the central portion of the span under 
negative moment. The leeward rib will do the opposite. In other words 
the ribs rotate clockwise for the outer parts of the span and counter
clockwise for the inner part of the span, as seen from the left 
springing with the wind coming from the right. The wind stress at any 
section is composed of two parts, the axial stress and the bending stress 
in the vertical plane. The stresses can also be obtained by taking the 
11 unknown 11 as the crown moment instead of as the horizontal reaction 
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wind loads 

Force on arch rib 
from laterals 
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J 

~ Mv == moment at crown 
(to be calculated by 
sfaticoJI Y. indeterminate 
solution) 

FIG. 8 - WIND ANALYSIS BY ARCH BENDING METHOD 
(single lateral system at mid- depth of rib) 



as indicated in Figure 8. The statically determinate structure is a 
three-hinged arch. The moment in the vertical plane, at the crown, 
is then solved for by making the rotation in the plane of the rib at 
the crown equal to zero, in the case of symmetrical loading. This 
method of analysis is illustrated by an example. 

1 .10.2 Two Lateral Systems 

On long spans, two lateral systems are used between the arch ribs, 
at the levels of the upper and lower chords or flanges. With two 
lateral systems, the structure is stiff in St. Venant torsional action, 
because it is a closed torsional system with one dimension equal to the 
arch rib depth and the other dimension equal to the distance center to 
center of ribs. There will be some vertical arch rib bending action 
but the St. Venant torsional action will be dominant. For two lateral 
systems between the ribs, it is sufficiently accurate to neglect the 
arch rib bending stress and consider only the St. Venant torsional 
stress and the lateral bending stress. The St. Venant torsional 
action produces stresses in the web members of the rib and in the 
laterals. The lateral bending stress which accompanies the St. Venant 
torsional analysis produces axial stresses in the arch ribs which 
correspond to the axial stresses in the arch ribs found by the vertical 
arch bending method of analysis. An example will later be analyzed by 
the St. Venant torsional method and by the vertical arch bending method 
to give a comparison of results. The St. Venant torsional analysis 
involves cutting the arch at the crown and solving for the unknown 
lateral bending moment at the crown. Under symmetrical loading the 
torsional moment at the crown is equal to zero. Figure 9 illustrates 
the stress action. For varying moment of inertia and any shape of 
arch axis, the arch axis may be divided into several sections of equal 
length llL, and the 11 Unknown 11 quantity, the lateral moment M0 at the 
crown, is found by solving the following equation which was derived by 
equating the rotation in a horizontal plane at the crown to zero: 

M = z[cose(Mxcose + Mysine) ~ I] + fr z[sine(Mxsine - Mycose) ~ K] 
0 

z[cos2e ~ I] + ~ E[sin2e ~ K] Eq. 19 

Where I = average moment of inertia for each section 
K = average torsional constant for each section 
G = shear modulus of elasticity 
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FIG. 9- WIND ANALYSIS BY ST. VENANT TORSIONAL METHOD 
(double lateral system - or top and bottom of ribs) 



The second terms in the numerator and denominator come from torsional 
deformation. For most steel arches the second terms are so much 
larger than the first terms that the effect of the first terms may be 
neglected. This is not true for concrete arches. Neglecting the 
first terms and assuming constant cross section, the equation becomes: 

Esine(M sine - M cose) 
X Eq. 20 

If we assume a single centered arch axis of radius R and constant cross 
section, the equation for M0 becomes: 

Mo = WR~[sins - S/2 - ~] +~[sins - scos s - l/2 (s - sin scoss)j} 

[s/2 + sin2s] + Il_ [ . J 4 2GK S - Sln S cos S Eq. 21 

Neglecting the first terms in the numerator and denominator, Eq. 21 
becomes: 

M0 = wR2 [ 2(si~s- scoss) -1] 
s-slnscoss 

Eq. 22 

W is the wind load per foot, R is the radius and s is one-half the 
central angle. R and s are obtained by passing a circular curve 
through the crown and springing of the actual arch axis. At any point, 
M and Tare as follows: 

M = M
0
qose- WR2(l-cose) 

2 
T = M0 sine - WR (e-sine) 

1.10.3 Lateral Deflection- Two Lateral Systems 

Eq. 22a 

Eq. 22b 

The lateral deflection at any point may be found by applying a unit 
transverse force to the cantilevered half arch, and multiplying the 
lateral bending moments due to this unit load by the actual lateral 
bending moments. These products are summed up and divided by EI to give 
the lateral deflection at the point of application of the unit load. 
The torsional deformation is practically negligible insofar as any 
effect on lateral deflection. The lateral deflection at the crown, 
assuming a circular axis is: 

0 = c 
(Rsins)2 

2EI 
[-WR2(1 - 2 ) - M ] 

1 + cosS o 
Eq. 23 
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A more approximate formula will give practically the same answer: 

o = L 2 [ WL 2 
c 2EI 4 - ~o J Eq. 23a 

The value of M0 for an arch of average rise to span ratio is about six 
tenths of the center moment in a fixed-end beam of 2pan equal to the 
rolled out length of the arch axis. Using 0.6 x ~~ for M0 , the crown 

lateral deflection for the arch is 1.75 times that of a fixed-end beam 
of equivalent rolled out length. It will be shown further on that the 
lateral deflection of an arch with only a single lateral system is 
considerably greater. An approximate formula for the deflection at 
any point x, measured along the arch axis from the crown is: 

Eq. 24 

Torsional moment acting on an arch with two lateral systems 
produces shearing forces on the laterals and on the web members of the 
ribs as shown in Figure 10. These shearing forces produce axial 
stresses in truss type laterals and rib webs, and shearing stresses in 
solid rib webs. For Equation 19, it is necessary to determine the 
torsional stiffness of the arch cross section, corresponding to the 
bending stiffness EI and the axial stress stiffness EA. The total 
torsional stiffness of the cross section is somewhat complicated by the 
fact that some of the members resisting torsion will have axial stress 
and others may have shearing stress. The torsional stiffness will be 
determined by the rotation in one panel length produced by a unit 
torque. Dividing the panel length by the rotation gives the torsional 
stiffness at that point on the arch axis. Referring again to Figure 10 
and using the method described above, the following equation for the 
torsional factor K is obtained: 

K = 
lll(bd)2 

Eq. 25 

This equation applies only for a K lateral system with equal size members 
for the upper and lower systems and a solid web rib, with t representing 
the combined thickness of two web plates in the case of a box section. 
For other lateral system configurations and for a trussed rib instead 
of a solid web rib the equation for K will be different. The method of 
derivation described for the above equation can be used for any type of 
lateral system and for trussed ribs. There will generally be small 
stresses from torsional moments in the flanges or chords, but they are 
negligible in relation to the areas of the chords or flanges, from the 
standpoint of either stress or deformation. 
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In addition to the lateral deflection from wind, there is also 
rotation in a plane normal to the arch axis. This rotation causes the 
leeward rib to move down and the windward rib to move up at the crown. 
This movement is of importance in distributing wind loads between the 
arch lateral system and a lateral system in the plane of the roadway 
above the arch. The rotation angle multiplied by the vertical distance 
from the arch axis to the roadway lateral system adds to the arch 
deflection to give the total transverse movement, from arch wind loading, 
at the roadway level. There is a slight reduction of the rotational 
effect due to the bending of any columns at the crown. However, these 
columns will be very short at the crown so that this bending effect is 
small. The rotation angle at the arch crown can be calculated from the 
following equation: 

Crown rotation=~ [M
0
x ~ sin2s + WR2(t sin2s- cosS- SsinS + l)] 

Eq. 26 

This equation has been derived on the basis of a circular arch axis of 
uniform cross-section. Torsional deformation only has been included 
because the effect of lateral bending deformation is negligible for 
rotation. The effect of variable cross section and the actual shape of 
the arch axis can be taken into account by the summation method. By this 
method, a unit couple in the vertical plane is applied to the cantilevered 
half arch at the point where the rotation is desired. The products of 
the actual torsion by the torsion from the unit couple, divided by the 
torsional K at each point are summed to give the desired rotation at the 
point of the unit load. 

1 .10.4 Interaction Between Arch Rib and Roadway Lateral Systems 

Distribution of wind forces between the roadway and arch rib laterals 
may be accomplished by a trial and error process of balancing lateral 
deflections and rotations. Lateral bending deflection of the columns is 
involved in this process unless transverse bracing is used between the 
columns. Use of such bracing is unusuQl and is not recommended because 
of the rotation of the arch. 

Quite often lateral struts only are used between the ribs with no 
lateral diagonals. This type of lateral system can be solved for the 
thrust and moment in the vertical plane of the arch rib in the same 
manner as for a single lateral system. However, since there are no 
diagonals to take the lateral shear, lateral bending moments are produced 
in the arch ribs and in the struts. An approximate solution can be made 
for these moments by assuming points of contraflexure in the members 
midway between the panel points and midway in the length of the transverse 
struts. With this type of bracing, the lateral deflection from shear 
will be considerably greater than when diagonals are used. The deflection 
for one panel is: 

- lln2 2b ~- 24f LR + __ J 
Ir Is 

Eq. 27 
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Where v = panel shear 
p = panel length 
b = distance center to center of ribs 
Ir = lateral moment of inertia of one rib 

Is = lateral moment of inertia of the strut 

The total deflection from shear at any point is found by adding the 
panel deflections outward from the end of the span. 

1 .10.5 Unsymmetrical Wind Load 

The discussion of wind stress up to this point has been based on 
symmetrical wind load only. Wind on the live load would be unsymmetrical 
for most cases. The same general methods of analysis, as have been 
explained for symmetrical wind load, can be used for unsymmetrical wind 
load. However, symmetry can no longer be used to eliminate 11 Unknowns 11 

in the solution. In the case of a double lateral system, there will be 
an unknown lateral shear and an unknown torque at the crown in addition 
to the unknown lateral moment. It will be necessary to set up three 
equations to be solved simultaneously, and the full length of the arch 
will have to be used in the summation method. 

In the solution for unsymmetrical wind with a single lateral system, 
the tangential forces can no longer be determined from the fact of 
symmetry. An approximate way of handling this is to assume that the 
transverse lateral reactions at the ends of the span are the same as for 
a straight fixed end beam of uniform moment of inertia. In the part of 
the solution involving the determination of the thrust at the crown of 
a three-hinged arch, the vertical shear at the crown must be taken into 
consideration. This can be found by statics. The remainder of the 
solution is the same as for the symmetrical case, except that the full 
arch instead of the half arch must be included in the summation. After 
the determination of the arch thrust at the crown, the thrust can be 
multiplied by the distance between ribs to get M0 . The M0 can be used 
to determine the lateral end reactions. If these differ appreciably from 
those assumed in the beginning, the whole process can be repeated. 

Obviously the solution for unsymmetrical wind load involves 
considerable work, and there is a question as to whether it is really 
necessary. The main reason for such a solution would be for design of 
the laterals in the central portion of the arch. The unsymmetrical wind 
load stresses in these members can be approximated by assuming the length 
of the rib as a straight member and getting the end reactions on the basis 
of a fixed end beam of constant section. 
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1. 10.6 Longitudinal Wind and Forces from Braking and Traction 

An arch may have stresses produced by longitudinal forces caused 
by wind parallel to the roadway or wind at an angle, and by braking and 
traction from live load. AASHTO Specifications mention arches under wind 
and link arches with trusses for transverse wind force. Seventy-five 
pounds per square foot is specified for trusses and arches, and 50 pounds 
per square foot for girders and beams. The lower figure for girders and 
beams would appear to be based on the shielding effect of a solid web 
girder with respect to girders behind it, as compared to the shielding 
of a truss. If so, it would seem that the lower figure of 50 pounds per 
square foot should have been specified for a solid web arch rib. 

AASHTO Specifications for 11 Substructure Design 11 give a table of 
longitudinal components of wind acting on the superstructure. However, 
this is intended to be used only for the purpose of obtaining forces on 
the substructure from the superstructure. 

In the case of an arch, the effect of longitudinal wind is of more 
importance because of the total height of the structure. However, where 
the roadway passes over the crown of the arch, the arch itself would 
generally be shielded in the longitudinal direction by high ground at 
each end. Where the roadway is suspended below the arch, there would 
be no shielding above the roadway level. 

For the design example in 1. 16, the following analysis is made for 
a 60° wind acting on the deck. It is assumed that all of the longitudinal 
force acting on the deck, in the length of the arch span, is transmitted 
to the arch at the crown. 
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1.11 Lateral Buckling and Lateral Moment Magnification 

An exact analysis of lateral buckling and lateral moment magnification 
is quite complicated. An approximate analysis is proposed here because 
buckling in the plane of the arch is almost always controlling, and 
therefore the effect of lateral buckling is minor in the overall design 
of most arch bridges. 

Arches have overall fixity at the ends for lateral moment and for 
torsion. Due to the arch rise, resulting in a combination of torsion 
and flexure for lateral buckling, the buckling condition will always 
be more severe than that for a straight member with a length equal to 
the length of the arch axis. The third edition of 11 Guide to Stability 
Design Criteria for Metal Structures, 11 pages 479 and 480, gives an 
equation (16.25) and a table (16.7) for calculating the critical vertical 
load for lateral arch buckling. The values for KL given below apply to 
a closed torsional system. In the case of steel arches, this would 
require two planes of lateral bracing between the ribs. Most concrete 
arches do have a closed torsional system. This equation and table have 
been used to work out the following lateral buckling lengths for use in 
the general equations involving KL/r, such as those for allowable unit 
stress and moment magnification. The following values apply to single 
arch ribs having a ratio of torsional stiffness to lateral bending 
stiffness between 0.5 and 1.5: 

h/!1, 

0. l 
0.2 
0.3 

KL 

1. 04L 
l. l7L 
l. 34L 

Where L = the half length of the arch axis 

The above values, in the case of a single rib, would be used to get Fe 
for use in Equations 2 and 3 for the lateral moment magnification 
factor, and in Figure 7 to get allowable stress based on lateral KL/r. 

Braced Ribs with One Plane Diagonal Type Lateral System 

h/i 

0. 1 
0.2 
0.3 

KL 

1. 36L 
l.88L 
2.30L 

r = half the distance between 
two outer ribs 

To allow for deformation of the laterals, multiply KL above by k 
from Eq. 28 (Bleich (28) page 169). 
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k = Eq. 28 

The above equation applies to a bracing system with one diagonal 
of length ~ and area Ad, and one strut of length b and area ~ per 
panel. I is the latPraT moment of inertia of the braced system and p is 
the panel length. Bleich's notation has been changed to correspond to 
the notation being used in this paper. Also KL has been used in place 
of ~, and Er has been assumed equal to E. This last assumption is based 
on the fact that the bridge arch thrust would always be appreciably 
less than the maximum allowable because of the presence of bending stress 
due to partial live load. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that, 
when loaded to ultimate strength, the stress from thrust would be within 
the proportional limit of the stress strain curve. 

Braced Ribs with One Plane of Struts Only 

The Guide to Stability Design refers to theoretical studies for the 
case of lateral bracing by transverse struts only, made by Ostlund (25) 
and Almeida (26); but goes on to state that these methods are more 
involved than is desirable for use in preliminary design. The Guide then 
mentions an approximate method by Wastlund (27) and others in which the 
arches are assumed to be straightened out so that the ribs and bracing 
members lie in a horizontal plane. The ASCE paper by Wastlund gives a 
simple equation for the buckling thrust. However, this equation involves 
a coefficient "C" which must be obtained from Ostlund's paper. The 
following method, based on Bleich (28), is similar to the method proposed 
for diagonal bracing. The following is a modification of Bleich's 
Equation (350) on page 178. 

k =\A + TT2 I 

12 ( KL )2 

Where I1 = lateral moment of inertia of one rib 

Ib = moment of inertia of the strut about an axis 
normal to the arch axis. 

Eq. 28a 

As with diagonal bracing, k is to be used as multiplier of k~/r 
for use in equations for allowable stress and moment magnification. The 
moment magnification factor should be applied to both the axial forces 
in the ribs produced by lateral flexure of the arch as a whole and to the 
bending stresses in the individual ribs and struts produced by the shear 
accompanying lateral flexure. KL/r is the same as for braced ribs with 
one plane diagonal type lateral system. 
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Stress in Laterals Due to Arch Lateral Buckling 

The buckling tendancy will produce lateral shears on the arch as 
a whole. This shear may be taken as 2 percent of the axial thrust. The 
maximum shear from buckling will occur at the lateral inflection point. 
near the arch quarter point. Since the arch is fixed laterally at the 
ends and is symmetrical, the buckling shear will be zero at the ends of 
the span and at the crown, and maximum at about the quarter point. 

The lateral wind shear is a maximum at the ends of the span and, 
since it may be taken as a partial load, the maximum crown shear is 
about one fourth of the end shear. Thus the maximum lateral buckling 
shear and the maximum lateral wind shear do not add directly. The 
lateral wind shear at the quarter point may be assumed as 0.6 times the 
end shear. It is proposed that the laterals be of constant cross
section throughout the span, and be designed for either the full wind 
shear at the end of the span or for a shear equal to 2 percent of the 
total axial force at the quarter point plus 0.6 times the end wind shear, 
whichever is larger. The wind shear factor of 0.6 is very conservative 
because it assumes that the wind can blow at maximum velocity over three 
quarters of the span, with negligible velocity over the remainder of the 
span. For this reason, it is recommended that wind on the live load be 
neglected, because of its minor effect and the large amount of work in 
movable wind load analysis. 

l .12 Wind Vibration 

The hdngers for suspended roadways and the columns for a roadway 
above an arch have had wind vibration difficulties in several arches. 
This vibration is due to vortex shedding. The wind stream is split by 
the member, causing turbulence and downstream vortexes with alternating 
transverse pressures on the member, resulting in vibration in a 
direction at right angles to the wind direction. This type of vibration 
was noticed in hangers of the Tacony-Palmyra bridge, a tied arch in 
Philadelphia, built before 1930. The hangers were H shaped members. 
Horizontal and diagonal bracing between the hangers, in the plane of the 
arch rib, was added to stop the vibration. This occurred about 1929, 
at the time the Bayonne bridge (6) was under design. H shaped hangers 
had been designed for this bridge, but they were changed to wire rope 
hangers. after the trouble at Tacony-Palmyra became known. The Bayonne 
bridg~ was probably the first arch bridge to use wire rope hangers. 
They have been used fot' a number of arches since. The wire rope hangers 
in the Fremont bridge (5) developed wind vibration during construction. 
Spreaders have been used between the four ropes at each panel point to 
change th~ir vibration characteristics. 
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Several tied arches have developed vibration in their structural 
hangers. In one case, the H shaped sections were converted to box 
sections by welding plates on the open sides. The long columns at the 
ends of the Glen Canyon bridge developed vibration. Two long columns 
at the end of each rib were btaced by horizontal struts to the rib. 

This type of vibration is caused by a steady wind \vith a velocity 
such that the frequency of the vortex shedding is in resonance with the 
natural frequency of the member. The following equations may be used to 
determine this velocity for a given member. 

and 

f = 
v 

v = 

Where 

c \jEI 
m£4 

Eq. 29 

fv·d 
s 

f .. 
" 

I 
Q, 

m 
c 
v 
d 
s 

= natural frequency of the member in cycles per second 

=moment of inertia about the axis parallel to the wind 
= length of member 
= mass per unit length of member 
= 1.57 for pinned ends and 3.57 for fixed ends 
= wind velocity 
= width of member at right angles to the wind direction 

= Strouhal number= 0.12 for H shape 
0.15 for box shape 

The longest column for the Glen Canyon bridge (7) has a length of 
156 feet with an overall depth in the plane of the arch of 31 

- 3 l/2 11 

and at right angles to the plane of thE arch of 21 
- 7 l/4''. The moment 

of inertia about the axis at right angles to the arch plane is 19,850 
in.4 and the cross-sectional area is 82.7 square inches. Assuming 
average end conditions as half way between fixed and free, the frequency 
is: 

fv = 2.57 ' /32 ·2 x 29 x loP x 19 •850 = 2.26 cycles per seco~d v- 281 X 1564 X 144 

V = 2.26 X 39.5 
0.15 X 12 

= 49.6 fps = 34 mph 
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The presence of axial load will modify the above figures by the following 
factor: 

(fl)2 , where f is the axial unit stress. The plus sign 
r is for tension and the minus is for compression. 

Assuming f = 2500 psi and k = 0.75, the modifying factor is: 

J- 2.5 ( 0. 75 X 156 X 12 )2 = 0.96 
3.142 X 29,000 15.5 

and the critical wind velocity is 0.96 x 34 = 33 mph. 

The bracing strut reduced the maximum column length, vibration in 
the plane of the arch, to about 100 feet. This would increase the 
critical wind velocity to: 

156 2 
(100) x 33 = 80 mph. 

The above equations are based on vibration transverse to the wind 
direction. Torsional vibration may occur for an H-shaped section but 
would be very unlikely in a box shape. Vibration can probably be avoided 
by using a box or double laced section, and designing for a critical 
wind velocity above that likely to occur for a steady wind at the 
structure site. 

Since the suspended roadways of some suspension bridges have suffered 
severe vibration, it might be though that the same type of floor vibration 
could occur for a floor suspended from an arch. We know of no arch bridge 
which has been subjected to such vibration. The probable reason is that 
the rib or the tie of an arch is much stiffer for a given span than the 
stiffening truss of a suspension bridge. The stiffening member of an 
arch must be designed to carry the live load moment for a span 
approximately equal to one half the arch span. The stiffening member of 
a suspension bridge may be made as light as the designer determines to 
be adequate. The George Washington bridge, with a span of 3500 feet, 
had no stiffening truss in its initial single deck condition, which 
lasted for a period of approximately 25 years. During this period, no 
vibration of any seriousness occurred. This was due to the fact that 
the dead load cable tension supplied the necessary stiffening. The arch 
rib thrust does not supply similar stiffening because it is a compressive 
instead of a tensile force, and a compressive force amplifies change of 
shape, rather than resisting as does tension. 
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1.13 Interaction Between Rib and Roadway Framing 

If the roadway longitudinal members are continuous across the 
columns or the suspenders they will participate in the arch bending 
moments, since they will take the same deflection curve as the arch 
rib. They will have, approximately, a participation bending stress 
equal to that in the arch rib multiplied by the ratio of the floor 
member depth to the depth of the rib. 

The Hampton Road bridge (8) at Dallas, with a span of 192 feet, 
has 24 inch stringers and 58 inch deep ribs. With a maximum rib 
bending stress of about 10,000 psi, the participation stress in the 
stringers is roughly 24 x 10,000/58 = 4000 psi. This could be 
considered a secondary stress in the stringers. The total moment of 
inertia of the stringers is about one twelfth that of the ribs, so the 
reduction in moment on the ribs due to the action of the stringers would 
be about 8 percent. This was neglected in the design of the arch ribs. 

The effect of deck participation is likely to be less as the arch 
span gets longer. 

1.14 Welding and Other Connections 

Welding is now being very extensively used for connecting the plates 
making up the cross-sections of box ribs and ties; and for making the 
shop splices of these members. The corner welds for these box sections 
carry the longitudinal shear between the flanges and webs of the rib 
and tie. Although full penetration welds are sometimes used at these 
corners, they are not needed for stress. By overlaping the web plate 
on the edge of the flange plate, a fillet weld, meeting the longitudinal 
shear requirement and the minimum size requirement as specified in 
AASHTO l .7.26, may be used. The fillet weld costs less than the full 
penetration weld and is desirable from the standpoint of lesser 
shrinkage stresses due to its smaller volume. 

Because the tie is a tension member, it is much more susceptible 
to possible cracking due to improper welding than is the compression 
rib. The corner welds receive the same stress as the tie, which is the 
full allowable tensile stress for the steel used, A defect in the weld 
may start a crack that can rapidly spread across the tie, Failure at 
any point in one tie of a bridge supported by only two arches is certain 
to cause complete collapse of the bridge. The tied arch is, in effect, 
a simple span, and one end rests on an expansion bearing. Even if the 
pier or abutments could take the horizontal arch thrust, which they are 
not designed for, the expansion bearing would prevent transfer to the 
pier of the horizontal force caused by failure of the tie. 
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Transverse and longitudinal stiffeners are not needed on the tie 
in the completed bridge. If the webs need stiffening for transport 
and erection, some form of temporary bracing~ not welded, should be 
used. Use of unnecessary members and welding adds to the cost and 
increases the probability of occurance of a weld defect. 

Due to the 100 percent certainty of complete collapse of the span 
following tie failure, the obtaining of perfect welds cannot be relied 
upon. A tougher steel that is capable of arresting crack growth is 
necessary in a tie that is fabricated by welding. The added cost of 
this tougher steel in the tie is a very small percentage of the total 
cost of the bridge, and is well justified on the basis of safety. 

Suspender Connections 

Where the roadway is suspended below the arch, the connections of 
the hangers should be designed to permit inspection with minimum 
trouble, and should avoid loss of cross-section in the arch rib. For 
a large truss, such as the Bayonne Arch, the hangers may be connected 
to vertical gusset plates extending below the lower chord. For solid 
web sections, the hangers are sometimes extended through large holes 
in the bottom flange of the rib. This gives a good appearance, but 
involves considerable loss of section or considerable reinforcement 
around the holes. Slots for gusset plates parallel to the arch rib 
result in a minimum loss of section. The upper connection, if inside 
the rib, can be inspected by a man having access through the inside 
of the box rib, manholes being provided at the diaphragms. 

Wire rope hangers are more frequently used now than structural 
hangers. They have given some trouble, particularly on suspension 
bridges, by corrosion of the wires, due to holding damp dirt at the 
sockets. The connection of the ropes to the sockets at the lower end 
should be easily accessible and visible to a man on the deck. 

Column Connections 

Short stiff columns near the crown of the arch may result in 
considerable interaction between the deck and the rib. This can be 
minimized by using rocker type connections. 

Splices 

Since the arch ribs are principally in compression, 50 percent of 
the load in bearing at splices, as permitted by AASHTO Specifications, 
can be utilized for boltedsplices. In the case of the Hampton Road 
rib, both shop and field splices were welded, Welding of field splices 
is generally not desirable for an arch because of locked-in stresses 
from weld shrinkage and from the method of erection. 
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l.l_§__ Equations and Curves for Design 

The equations of this section and Figures 3 to 7 are intended for 
preliminary design use, to arrive at an arch rib section for more 
exact analysis by classical methods or by computer. Some of the 
curves, such as those for deflection and moment magnification may be 
sufficiently accurate for final design. 

This section should be used with Section 1 .16, a design example 
using the approximation of Section l ,15. 

Steel Weight 

The first requirement for preliminary design is an assumed dead 
load. The equations for weight of steel include not only that in the 
arch ribs and bracing, but also the roadway framing steel and the 
members connecting the roadway framing to the arch. The reason for 
lumping these different sections together is their interdependence 
with regard to steel weight. It is easily seen that a greater spacing 
of suspenders or columns will result in more weight of roadway framing 
steel and less weight of suspender or column steel. It is not so 
obvious, but nevertheless true that suspender or column spacing also 
affects the weight of arch rib steel. The equations for steel weight 
are: 

2-Hinged Arch 
Solid Web 

No tie Ws = 0.18 ~ + 20 
With tie Ws = 0.23 ~ + 20 

Truss type rib 
(no tie) Ws = 0.15 ~ + 20 

Fixed Arch 

Solid Web 
Truss Type 

Ws = 0.16 ~ + 20 
Ws = 0. 14 ~ + 20 

Eq, 30 
Eq. 31 

Eq. 32 

Eq. 33 
Eq. 34 

Where Ws = steel weight in pounds per sq. ft. of deck 

~ = span in feet 

The above equations are roughly applicable regardless of the grade 
of steel, assuming that A36 steel will be used in the shorter spans and 
higher strength steel in the arch rib main members of long spans. 
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This steel weight will not be uniformly distributed over the length 
of the span. By assuming it as uniform for preliminary design, the 
total dead load thrust will be overestimated~ but probably by not more 
than 6 percent, If desired, the weight of steel only could be reduced 
by a factor of 0.9 in figuring the dead load thrust by the uniform 
load formula. For a partially suspended deck~ such as the Bayonne 
Bridge type, the steel weight would be slightly less due to the use 
of suspenders instead of columns. 

Thrust 

The horizontal component of dead load thrust in an arch may be 
approximately calculated by the following: 

Eq. 35 

Where H = 
u.~. 

horizontal thrust from uniform load over the 
full span 

w = load per ft. 

~ = arch span 
h = arch rise 

This equation may also be used for uniformly distributed live load over 
the full span. 

For a concentrated load, P, the horizontal thrust is approximately: 

(P at the crown) H = P~/5h for 2-hinged and 
P~/4h for fixed arch 

(Pat the quarter point) H = P~/7.3 h fer either 
2-hinged or fixed 

Eq. 36 

Eq. 37 

The thrust at any point is approximately equal to the secant of the 
angle of slope of the axis times H. 

Moment 

Live load positive moment in the vicinity of the quarter point 
may be approximately calculated by using simple spans of the following 
lengths: 

Fixed arch, equiv. simple span= 0.36(1-0. 1!5 /Ic)i 

2-Hinged arch, equiv. simple span = 0.36£ 

where Ic = crown and I5 = springing moments of inertia 
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The above moments, which occur near the quarter point, are the 
maximum, except at a fixed end. The crown moments will be somewhat 
less than the quarter point moments. Negative moments in a 2-hinged 
arch will generally be smaller than positive moments. Positive 
moments at the springing of a fixed arch will be of the order of 
2.5 times the maximum positive quarter point moment, and the maximum 
negative springing moment will generally be less than the positive 
springing moment. 

The dead load moments in any arch will be quite small, provided 
the arch axis is closely fitted to the dead load equilibrium 
polygon. There will be rib shortening moments from dead load unless 
these are eliminated by the fabricating and erection procedure, 

Effect of Curving Arch Axis 

As previously mentioned, uniformly distributed loads applied 
through columns or suspenders will produce additional moments due to 
their application as concentrations on a continuously curving axis. 
A positive moment will be produced at the point of load and will have 
approximately the following value: 

Where = additional moment due to non
uniform application 

Eq. 40 

~L = distance between columns and suspenders 
P = load 

The above moment, from the roadway D.L. and the uniform live load, 
will add to the maximum positive moments at the columns. The maximum 
negative moment, at points mid-way between columns, will be increased 
by one half of the above, and will be from roadway D.L. only, since 
live load will be placed on a different part of the span for negative 
moment. 

Deflection 

Live load deflection may be approximately calculated by the 
following equations: 

2-Hinged Arch 

~ = M~ 
41EI 

Eq, 41 
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Fixed Arch 

l1 = Mt2 
/68 

Where t1 = live load deflection (maximum) 
M = live load moment (maximum) 
t = arch span 
I = moment of inertia at quarter point 

The above equations may be used for either steel or concrete arches, 
by using the appropriate value for E. The moment for computing 
deflection should be magnified for service loading only. 

Dead load deflection at the crown may be calculated by the following 
approximate equations: 

2-Hinged Arch 

fa t2 f + a . h 
-E 5h r 

Fixed Arch 

,Q, 2 
- + 
4h 

Where f = dead load axial unit stress at the crown. a 

Eq, 42 

Eq, 42a 

The above equations assume that the arch rib shape has been 
determined by the dead load equilibrium polygon, For a tied arch, fa 
in the first term should be the sum of the dead load axial unit stress 
in the tie and in the rib at the center line of the span. 

Temperature deflection at the crown may be calculated by the 
following approximate equations: 

2-Hinged Arch 
,£.2 

wt(5h + h) 

Fixed Arch 
£2 

wt( 4h + h) 

Eq. 42b 

Eq. 42c 
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1.16 Design Example - Vertical Loads 
'-> 
~<I) 

1

. !3 eq. spa. •

1 

, ~ 

'~[IF= =======r=1=====================:lJ 
C 30'rdwy. 

42S' 

Soecif/cqft'ons 
I 

L.L. ~ 2 Iones HSc?0-44 
max1mum L. L +I deflection = .f /;zoo 
A36 steel 

# Deod Load. ( 30' roadway) 
s/ab 7- hifumtnOUS pavement - ;~ X !SOX 32 == 4000 7 

700 ~
...... 32 [oJ8(425)+2oJ= 309o =t-

779o "": 

curbs + roiling -
sfrucfurol steel (eel 30) 

reduct/on in steel wf fOr e9uivtJienf 
un/for/77 load '"'"' -o. I x 3090 

# 
=- 309 / 

7480 ~ 
L 1 ve Load -1- lm,oact of 9ucrter point 
traffic lanes distributed to one rib = 

2 £/8 = 1. 286 
ec;uivo/ent simple span (e9. 39) 

0.36X 425 == 153 1 

live load moment (A.A.S.H.ra Appendix A) 
!.286 X 2560 = 3290 IK 

0/o /mpoct == 507-£0.5(425) + IZS] = /4.8 % 
L L + I moment = 1. !48 X 3290 == 3780 ;x 
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deod /ood vertical reocfion = ~ x 779 X 42S == 828 k 

deod /ood horizontal reaction (ec;. 35) 
H= 2 (7.48)(425) 2 + (8X70)= /2101< 

Thrust of c;uorter point ""'secant or slope X H 
deod lood - 106 x 1210 = 1280 
uniform /one food over half Sf20n (eq. 35) 

= 14/ 106 X 1286 X 0.64X 425 2 
+ /6 X 70 

concentrated lone /ood of quarter point (ec;. 37) 
1.06 X 1.286 X 18.0 X 42S + 7.3 X 70 ::::: 

/rnpacf ""' 0.148 ( /4 I + 20) = 
20 
24 

/4651< 
From fi.9. #6 '"'"' d === 7. 5 1 

~d = 425/7.5 =56. 7 
From ti_g # 5 g/ven .R/L1 :::: 1200 I 1/d = 56. 7 

fas = 8.. 9 !<.S/ 
L z secant of slope at 9.P· x 1/z 

opproximafekj: = /.04{1.06 X c/2.5) ::: 78 
0.4X7.S 

ossume fd = 6.0 J<si 
From f/g.# 3 t/ # 4 "'""fb == 8.9X 1.28 +!.!5 ~ 9.91 k.S/ 
From fig. # 7 "' Fo == 13. 7 K.Si 
Fo + fo ::: 6. o + 9. 91 = o. 4 4 + o. s 0 = a 9 4 .::: !. 0 
FO Fb /3. 7 20.0 

k11?b size 
rec;uired D/t fOr web with two stiffeners (eq. 8 ) 

;~ooojv6ooo = 129 --- use 120 mox. 
fry weh 90 11 x3~/ ,...... D/t = 90/0.75 = 120 
Sbff&ner size ""'"" st?rf"eners at 3 points (ec;. 9) 
required Is = 22 x 90-t o. 753 

== 83. 5 In 4 

II 3 II +. I 3/ 8 -1 use 7 .x '4 plates -- s = 0.75 .x 7 /3 = 5. 7 in 
Flange size 

. + b I u,, oppro)(;mOte ri area = 1465 6.0 ;;:;; 244 
opproxim71fe f;!onge oreo= 244-(zxgox~)-(4X7X 34)=88° 11 

use 34 x;tt plates h/f=34/1.2S=2.72 
req 'd. bit (eq. 1/) = 4'Z.50/v'f'o r fh = 4250/"Vr--6-00_0_+_9-c---9~1-0 = 3 3. 7 
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2 webs 90X~ 
4 stiff. 7 x 34 
2f/anges34XI4 

Area 
135 
21 
85 

24/0/1 

I 
9~ 100 
4, 730 

176.900 
272, 73o m:f.. 

r = -lz72, ?00/241 == 33.6
11 

/( Ljr ::: 104 ~I. 06 X 212.5 X 12/33.6 = 83 7 
3 

S = 272,700/46.25 ==S896/n 
Flange o/t =.3.'3125 = 27.2, Allow.= 42SfJ/v6,080-f-/0,3!0=33.2 

Web L;f = 91lo.75 =lei., Allow. = 1400Cfr;6080 == 128. 
Combined stresses 
fa == 14-65/241 = 6.08 kSi 
from fig. # 10 ........ Fc: = 13.2 )(S I 
from fig. :~~: 4 -... A;: = 1.34 
fh ==- !.34X3780XI2 /5896 - /0.3/ KSi 
fa + ~ = 6. OB + 10.3/ _ 0. 46/ -fO. S/6 =0.977 < 1.0 
Fa F6 /3.2 20.0 

Service Load deflection 
from fig.# 3 '""" AFs = 1.18 
fbs == (!.18/!.34) 10.3/=9.08 
.R;d = 425/7.71 =SS/ 
from fi!J. #S --- .i/.:1 == 1200 
Dead Load rio shortening stress (ec;. 4f) 
Hrs. = /.875 £33.6/7ox;c.]2 lc!O = 3.63)<. 
rib shortening moment of 9uorfer point 

3. 63 X 0. 75 )" 70 = 19! !K 

rio shortening stress of 9uarter point_ 
!91 X 12 I 5896 = 0.39 kSI 

Additional stress from column concentrofi'on (ec;. 40) 
D. L. = Z l4.7+(0.0cX3C.J) 32.7 2

/12 = 238 
L L. +f. = 1.14-8 X l.c86 X 0.64 X 325 2/12 = 83 
. 32/ !K 

f6 = 321 X 12 I S896 ::: 06S kSi 
fa -1- h.== 0..977 -f 039 +Q65 == 1.029 
fiJ Fb 20.0 
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Alternate cross section with thinner web by usmg 
a horizontal diaphragm 

Weh size 
ove. stress /n one half of weh =-6.08+ f: (!o.31+0.39+0.65) 

=II. 76 kSi 

re9uired Dlt for web with one sf1'ffener of mid- depth 
(e9. 6) 11 11 

7500/-./!/760 = 69.2 
use 88 x 5a web ; 0 /t = 44 /06cS = 70.4 
Stiffener size ( e9_. 7) 
re9uired Is = a 75 X 44 X 0.625 3 ~ 8.06 in 4 

use 4
11

x 7/' plates Js = 0.375 x 4 3 /3 = 80 in 4 

D/ophrogm size (eq lOa) 
re9uired bJr = 4506 /-v'.,.-6a.:._'8_0_ = 5Z 7 
use 30 11 x !z11 

plate ""'"' b/t == 30 I o. s == 60 
A 

p = 

II £ II 
2 webs 8 8 x '8 11 

I d/o phragm 30 
11
X 'c. 

4 slilfeners 4" X 3t/ 
1/ j/. II 

2 flan.9es 34 X 2 

/10 
/5 
6 

/02 
233pll 

I 
7/000 

2900 
204300 
278,200in.4 

r = 
K Ljr = 

--1278000/233 = 34.5
11 

I04X/06X 212.5 XI2/34.S ~ 81.5 
5 = 27~ ooo I 455 =- 6110 m. 3 

..{;Qmbined stresses 
fo == 1465/233 == 6.29 ksi 
from fij;. # 7 ....., FO = /3.45 Ksi 
from fi9. # 4 ....., AF == L 335 
fa = /. 335 X 3780X lc /6!10 ~ 9.91 KSi 
fa -/- fb = 6.29 + .9.91 - 0.468 i-0.496 = 0.964 
Fo Fb 13.45 zoo -
Service load de flee fion 
from fig.# 3 ....... Aps = /.173 
fbs = (1.173 /I. 335)9.91 = 8. 71 
Rjd= 425/7.58 =S6.1 
from fig. #S - .i;Ll = 1240 
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Dead load rih shorteninQ stress (e9. 4t) 
!Irs = 1.8751:34. 5/70)( 12.] 2 1210 == 3.83 k 

rio shorfehing moment at quarter point 
3. 8 3 X 0. 7 5 X 70 = 2 0 I !K 

rl!J shorten;/?g stress at 9uorter poin~ 
cOl X /2/6110 == Q 39 I<SI 

Addiliooal stress from column concentration (e9. 40) 
fb:::: 32/X/2/6110 =Q63!<Si 
fa -f fi, _ 0.964 -!-0.39+0.63 1.0/5 
Fa Fb - 2QO -

Temperature stress (e9 .- ~ 
assume ove. I = 0.9 Ic,.p-
Ht = !5 X 29 X 106 X 0. 9 X 2 78000X 6.S X 10-

6 
X 60 == 7Sc0 # 

8 (70X /2) 2 

stress at 9uarter point = (7.S2 I 3.83) 0.39 = 0. 766 !<Si 

1.16./ Wind Analysis -Double Lateral System 

Wind load on rib (W) == 7Sx 75 = S63 f use 0.6 1 
The equafton for a single centered circular curve 
and rib of constant cross- section will be used 
to calculate Mo. (See fij. *B) 
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radius (R) = _pi!.+ h = 425z + 70 = 357.545 1 

Bh 2 8X70 y 

.,8 (rod/ons) == 0. 63643 
Moment at crown (eq. ~c) 
Mo ~ 0.6% 357.52{2 {sinP- B cos./3) _ 17 == 3174 !K 

{.,B -stn,BCOS.f3) '_/ 

rib stress at crown = 3174/ZB x 241 = 047 !<Si 

mom~nt of Sprynf!ing =Moc~s.8-WR2rl-co_s.,B) == 12,460:: 
fors;on of sprmg;ng =MosmE-WR2(.S-Sm.f3) =-/350 
torsion at quarter pt ==Mosin~-WRz(..8;2 -sin~)== 583 1~ 
rib stress at springing == 12460 /ZB ;K 241 = !.85 I<Si 

length or holt arch = 357.5 13 == 2 27. 5' 

Due to the f'act that wind -force is applied as 
concehtrated loads at the pone/ points, stress in the 
laterals , using the approximate equation, should be 
hosed on the an9/e from the crown to the center 
of the panel in question. 

It will be assumed fhat the arch is divided 
into 14 equal panels olon9 the axls ()f 32.5 1 eoch. 

Maximum shear in end oane/ 
& = ( 6.5 /70)(0.63643) =: 0.59097 
sin & == 0.55717 
torsion for end panel =MosinB-WR2{&-sint9) ;K 

3!74XO.SS717 - a6 X 3S7. 5
2
(a59097-0. 55717) =-824 

torsional shear fOr laterals (see fig. #10) 
T/zd ~ -824/ 2X7.5 =!. 55x. 
bending shear in one lateral system 

2 X0.6X6.SX32.5 = 631< 
combined shear tn upper lateral system = 8 K 

II II II /ower II II =JJ81< 

Maximum shear at quarter point 
e = (3.5/7.0) (o. 63643) :::: o.3tB22 
torsion at q.p. ::: 3/74X0.31287-76, 700(0.31822-0.31287) 

= 583'1< 
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torsional shear for laterals 
l/2 d == 58 3 I 2 X 7. 5 = :t 3 9 ,K 

bendin9 shear in one lateral system 
~X 0. 6 X 3. 5 X 3 2. 5 = 3 4 K 

comhined shear m upper lateral system 
II II II /ower II II 

:= 73 K 

= 5 /( 

M/n/mum shear for lacing (A. A. S. H. T.. 0. I. 7. 83) 
V- zx 1465 I IOO -f t26X 227/14 }== 84x~ 2 systems 

- 100 L 7.26fj27 flO 3300/36 42~<- 1 system 

Assuming an X- system with the diagonal 
designed to take tension only :1 the maximum 
dio9onol stress is 1. 53 x /18 ::= 181 ': Use o wrax3S. 5 
diagonal. The maximum strut stress is J!Bx 
requiri'ng a WT 6 x 2 2.5. The upper and lower 
sfrufs will be braced to9ether to act os cross-
frames. In determining rotation of the crown 
by the approximate equofion-' ossume on overage 
/otero/ diagonal area or 9.4 1n.

2 and an overage 
/otero/ strut area of 5.9 in.2 Assuming only one 
diagonal of the X- system in action J the equation 
for k is: 

/(== 
.fZ...{....h!_ + 1

3 J + L1Ld 
E ZAs ZAd t 

32.5(ZBX7.5)
2 

32.5><7.5 
J.S/12 

Crown rotation ( eq. 76) 

_o. 4 x tl-5/z~ooo x 4. 09 [3t74X 0.1766 + 74 700X-tJ. OOS8z}= · OOS9 7 
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/otero! I = Z (Z41/J44)(/4)z = 656 ff 4 

Lateral deflection at crown from arch rib axial sfress 
(e9. :tr-i'3a) 227.5

2 
{ o.6X 227.5

2 J 
~ = 2.X 2QOOOX 144X656 4 - 3174 

=: 0. 0 4 3 4 I ~ 0. 5 C J/ 

Lofero/ derlecfion at crown from 
wind hracing 

.1 =TLJL(u) 
L1L == PL/AE 

I I 

!4 spa. @ 32.S == 455 
' 

Unif /ood stresses 

Wt"nd shear stresses 

u ::: unit load stress 

52 

shear stress in 

Ls Lh L1 

Z of unit load to ~ 
eoch !otero! system 



mem- L A p ,tjL u 
ber (in) (fnZ) (/(ipS) 

Lo U1 5/S 9.4 97.0 .1832 .383 
L' Uz /I II 82.0 .1549 II 

Lz U3 
II II 67.1 .1268 II 

L3 U1 II II 52.2 .0986 II 

L4 Us II II 37.3 .0705 II 

Ls Ut> II II 22.4 .0423 II 

L6 U1 II II 7.S .0141 1/ 

L1 u, 336 5.9 -63.4 -.1245 -.250 
Lz Uz 

,, II -53.6 -.1053 II 

L:1 U:r II II -43.9 -.oa6c /I 

L1- U4 If II -34.1 -.0670 II 

Ls Us II II - 24.4: -.0479 /I 

L6 u6 /I /I - 14.6 -.0287 1/ 

L1 u1 II II - 9.8 -.0/91 II 

S/nce we have considered only 2 of one 
!otero/ system : L1 == 4 X o. 3842 ::::: 1. 54 11 

..1 L (u) 

.0702 

.0593 
.0486 
.0378 
.0270 
.0162 
.0054 
.03/1 
.0263 
.02/6 
.0/67 
.0120 
.0072 
.0048 
. 3842 /I 

This deflect/on may be determined by the following 
abbreviated method also: 
diagonal stress from unit load = lz X 12 X !.53 = . 383 
Sfruf II II II 11 = 2X 12 "-'= .250 
ave. shear from wind = zX0.6X227.5:: 68.2 
ove dr'ogonol wind stress :::: 2X68.ZX. 383 ::: 52. 2 
ove. strut 11 

" ==zX68.2X.25 :::o 34.1 
Since there are 28 panels, L1 = 28 ( PLME) 1.1. 

~ = ze{S2.2X28X/.53X.383 + 34.1X28X.25 ] 
.9.4X 29_000 5.9X2QOOO 

::::- 1.53 11 

total deflection of crown == 0.521-1.53 = z.os" 
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If the roadway /otero/ system is ·five -feet above 
the center of the arch rib at the crown, total 
/otero/ deflection from wind on the arch rib is 
2.05 + 5X/2X.OOS97 = 2.41 11 at the roadway /otero/ 
system level. 

For a straight member with fixed ends and 
constant I, the lateral deflection at the center of 
span due to moment from a uniform wind load 
iS w J 4 I 384£1 . ThiS would give : 

0.6 (455) 4/384X29000X 144X655 = 0.02.45 I....., 0. 30
11 

OS compared to OSZ 11 
for the arch. 

I. /6. Z Wind Analxsis -Single Lateral System 

I 5' /.. /2 s._;oa ~37.925 = 45 ct7rc length) 1· ·-- - ·1 

4Z5
1 

For analysis J dt"vide the half arch mfo six equal 
segments. Transverse wind shear in the !otero/ 
system may be calculated by summing the wind 
forces outward -from the crown for symmetrical 
Wind /oodin9. Transverse sheors result in tan9ential 
longitudinal forces (L1L W R&/b) ochng on the arch 
rio at each point of connection of the d,.agonal 
lo the rib . For simplificahon of analysis d will 
be assumed that ton9ential forces are applied of 
the center of the panels. 
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For this analysis ) a constant cross- section 
is assumed. The arch rib moments wt!l be determined 
for o 3- hinged condition ¢ converted fo 2-hinged 

Ft =tangential force for one panel == WRe (.1L) 
~ L = length of pone/ b 
Mt:r :::: mo

61
ment at e of fangenfiol forces 

::: La Ft [!-cos re- gF )] R 
H3 = thrust of crown for 3-hinged condition 

= l: FtL!-cos(.B-BF)]R 
M == moment -for 3-hinged condition 

= Mt.,r + H3 R(I-cose) R(l-cose) 
m = moment from unit crown moment = 1- h 
Mv = 2-hinged crown moment= -r Mm/[m 2 

Hz = thrust of crown for 2-hinged condition 
= H3+Mv/h 

6 5 4 3 2 I 

~t=~--;3 ~ . 
~ 1 1 1 

1 F' 1 Fre 1 Ft1 H S. I 1 1 I t $ _1_:..::=--'---,·-+-.,-

: I lrt-4 M R(I-COSB) 
1 1 Fts Y 
I I 
IF~ v---------------+-~ 
I 

I 

/ 
!en9fh of half oxis=ZZ7.553 

11 II 1 panei(LJL)=37.9251 
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...f3 = Q63643 radians 
angle change for 
I panel = 0.106073 rod. 
vertical I= 27~0oo in4 
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Determine H5 

I 2 3 4 5" 
pone/ B Fr R [i-c os.,B-~ 3X4 

I .05304 15.4 S9.1 910 
2 .159/1 46.2 40.0 1848 
3 26518 77.0 Z4.3 /871 
4 .37125 /07.9 12.5 1349 
s .47732 !387 4.52 627 
6 .58340 !695 0.503 85 

/40.9 6690 
H3 ::: 6690/70 = 95.571< ""'fension in leeward rib 
Determine Mt£ vo/ues ~ leeward rih 

pone/ 2 3 4 s 6 
..:1&=B-B,.c- .10607 .21214 .31822 .42429 .53036 
R[I-COS!JB) ?..0/ 8.02 !7.95 3/.70 49.12 

Ft t t t i ~ 
15.14 31.0 ----. /23.5-- 276 488 756 
46.2 ~ 92.9 '371 - '829 ....._, ~1465 
77.0 ---155 - '618 ----. ~1382 

107.9 -.._ 217 ----. ~"--865 
/38.7 ....._____, 

~ 279 
Mt.,c 31 216 802 2!52 4747 

Determine Mv 

I 2 3 
panel Mt-.,c 1-COSB H3 R(/-cosB; M ~ !+3 m M·m 

I 0 . 00/406 -48 -48 .993 -48 
2 31 .01263! -432 -40/ .935 -375 
3 216 .034953 -!192 -975 822 -801 
4 802 .068078 -23Z5 -1523 .653 -995 
5 2152 . 111765 -38ZO -1668 .429 -716 
6 4747 . /654/6 -5655 -909 .1543 -140 

springing 6690 .195783 -6694 a 0 0 

mz 
.985 
.875 
.675 
.421 
.184 
.023 

0 
My= 3075/3.!69 = 970.3 (/eeword rib) -3075 3./69 
H2 = 95.6+(970.3/70) :::: /09.5 (tension in leeward rib) 
Mo = /09.5 X' 28 = 3070 !K 
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Determine arch rib moment and thrust 

panel I 2 /f-2 3 4 3+4-
M Mv·m moment Hz cos B '!YJ!-~(1-COSB) thrust 

I - 48 963 915 /09.4 -3.8 105.6 
2 -401 907 506 /08.2 -34:6 73.6 
3 -97S 797 -178 /05.9 -957 10.2 
4 -!523 633 -690 102..2 -!86. 7 -84.5 
5 -!668 416 -1252 97.5 -306 -209 
6 -909 50 -859 91.5 -453 -362 

lsprinoina 0 0 0 88.1 -536 -448 

stress ot crown = 109.5/241 :t 970X 12/5896 == 2.42 xsi 
11 11 point 5 == -209/241 :t -1252 X 12/5896 =-3.42 KSi 

Lateral deflection 

The deflection may be considered os consisting 
of three ports: 

L1 from arch rib oxiol stress 
L3 from arch rib flexure in the vertical plane 
~ from shear stress in the laterals 
The axial stress effect may be calculated hy 

equation #23a (15 in fhe douhle lateral system. 

6c = 227.5
2 

[0.6Xc27.5
2

_ 30707 _ 0.0443
1
-0.53

11 

ex 29oooxt44X656 4 J -

Determine deflection -from arch rib flexure 
I. Apply uml lateral load at crown and find tangential 

forces at each point 
2. Colculofe moments, Mu, in 3-hinged system from unit load. 
3. Multiply the actual wind moments by the unit food 

moments. (It is a well known fact that deflection 
in a statically indeterminate system can be calculated 
by usin9 the unit load moments in fhe determinate 
system.) Ll L 

4 Deflect/on at crown ::: E I [ M·Mu 
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tangential forces from unit food = 0.5-t!JL/..ZB =a OI786LJ.L {all points) 
H from tangential forces = 0.0!786iJL R [ 1- cos(.P-BF) 

" 70 

8 = 0.036L1L 
Mu/L1L ={o.o/786 R I 1-cos(B-e~] -HR{!-cosB) 

o L1 L 

panel I 2 3 4 

R I:
0

9 
/-cos (8-BF") 0.01786XI 111?(1-cosoJ M~L1L=2-3 :21[ 

I 0 0 (7.0181 -0.0181 

2 2.01 0.0359 0./626 -0.1267 
3 10.03 0.179 0.450 - O.Z71 
4 1!7.98 0.500 0878 -0.378 
5 59.68 1.066 /.440 -0.374 
6 108.80 1.943 2.130 -o./87 

5 4XS 
M 

- 9/5 /6.6 
- 506 64.1 
+ 178 - 48.2 
+ 690 - 261 
-t 1252 -468 
+859 -/61 

L.MMu d: -857.5 
L1L 

2 
de-flect/on at crown == 4X 37.9 X/44X8S8 = 0.0897

1
""' 1.08'' 

Z.9. 000 )( 2 73. 000 

The -foetor (4) accounts for the 4 half ribs in the system. 
II /1 

The lateral deflection from chord action is 1.08 +0.53 
= /61 11 which is /.6/+0. 3 = S37 times thof for a straight 
beam. The fotol lateral deflection == /. 61 +/,53 = 3.14 11

, t!Ssuming 

the some bending shear deflection as for the double lateral 
system. The ratio of lateral deflection For a single to 
fhaf for a double lateral system = 3.14 I 2. OS = I. 5 

To {ind the lateral deflection from vertical moment 
of other points in the span, apply unit lateral forces 
symmetrically af the points where deflection is desired 
and go through fhe some process os above. A factor of 
? mu.5f be applied in the fino/ equation since two unit 
loads ore applied. 

The lateral defleci·ion at any point from axial stress 
may be obfained from the approximate equation invo/vrng 
Mo given for the double lateral system. 
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Vertical deflection 
L1 = (.1L/EI) L M·m 

/. Apply a unit vertical food to the 3-hinged arch of 
the crown 

2. Mu!fip/y .1Lf£I by the sum of the products of the 
unit load moments {m) and actual wind moments (M) 
/n the verfical plane to gef the deflection. 

H due to unit load = 1/4h 
m " " " '' =[(R.R/4h)(J-cosa)]- ('Yz)sin& 

panel I 2 m = 1-2 M M·m 
I~ (1-COSB) 

R . 
2 SlnB 

I 0.76 9.47 - 871 + 9/5 -7970 
z 6.84 28.3 - 21.5 + 506 -10880 
3 18.94 46.8 - 27.9 - !78 + 4960 
4 36.9 64.8 -27.9 - 690 +J9250 
s 60.6 82.0 -21.4 -/252 +26800 
6 88.5 98.5 -/0.0 - 859 + 8590 

+40,750 

- 2X40750X37.9X144- I ,, 

deflection at crown- 29,000 x 273,ooo -0.056 ,.._., 0.67 

The factor c~) accounts {or the 2 half ribs in the sysfem. 
rotation angle = 067/(IZX/4) == 0.004 

The total lateral deflection at slab level from 
wind on the arch is 3.14 +(aoo4X60) == 3. 38': 

To find the vertical deflection of other points m 
the span, apply symmetrical unit loads at those points and 
go through the same procedure as above. 
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1.16.3 Wind analysis - Strut bracing between ribs 
I I/. 

14 spa.@ 32.5 = 455 <arc length) 

Assume 14 equal panels in the arch length. 
Transverse wind shear will be divided equa/1 y between 
the two ribs. Points of confraflexure will be assumed 
in fhe ribs midway between .sfruf.s • Balancing 
/ongifudinol shear forces are fhen required in 
fhe sfrufs of ossumed poinfs of confroflexure 
midway between fhe arch ribs. 

Design wind shear = 0.6X 455/2 
Rib moment in end pone/ = 131X32.5/ZX2 
Strut shear in end panel := !37-X32.5/cxl4 
Strut moment m end panel= !59 X !4 

""' 137 I< 

;: ///0 !K 

;:: !59/( 
::: 2230 1/( 

ir-)..._! -,: 
I 

locing 11 

2 !Es 41"x .!8 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L I 

I 

~I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

_jl 
I 

4 L:S 9X 4X I 
htera! I=Ir-Y == 4x/zxzo2 + 1.75X4/~xf2 = 29,2.00 in 4 

- strut cross section "' strut depth equals 
rib depth 
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p w p w p w 
%W ~w ~w 

Bendin9 stresses {f"D} 
strut fb = Z 2.30 X IZ X 20.5 /2~ 200 = 18.8 KSi 
lateral I in rib = /56 x /6 2 + 2.5 x 34-3 X }/z == 48)00 in4 

rib fh = II!OXIZX!7/48,/00 = 4.7KSi 
Lat-era! deflection 

A$ in the previous shear def"lect/on calculations,~ 
assume an average V == 68. Z K. From eq. #: 2 7 , the 
lateral shear deflection for one pane! is : 

6a.c. {32.5 x ;z l [ 32..5 x 12 + c. x eBx ;z-} == o. 461 
11 

24-X ZQZOO 48~100 29200 
t 

~ ,, 
total shear deflection a crown = 7 x 0.461 == 3.2.3 
This compares with 1.53'' shear deflect/on with 
diagonals . Total lateral deflection at crown equals 

II 

0.52 + /.08 +3.23 ::: 4.83 
Deflection at sla.b level :;; 4.83 + aoo4 x60 = 5.07

11 

1.16.4 Lateral Buc.l<ling ond Moment Mo9nification 
For dtogonal type lateral system : (single lateral} 

assume diagonal area == Z 2 /n. 2 

11 sf-ru-1- II ::: I 5 in.z. 
I<L=/.7X 227.5 := 387' 
overall lateral I = z X 241 X 14

2 
= 94 500 /n

2 
{fz 

from e9. "* 28 ' 
;f := 'I;+ 77'2 %94;500. I r 42.9

1 28 3
] 

-y; c73 2 32.5X28 2 1 22 + 15 
= 1.87 
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X ,X KrL = /. 8 7 X ~a; = 51 . 7 

Vertical ~L go~er_ns For allowable compressive 
stress since tf ;s 83. 7. 
For lateral moment mo9.nificafion : 
Fe = ;rr 2 X c~ooo / 51.7 "2 = /07 J<Si 

latera/ moment mognitier == I ~ I. I I 
/- 17 X 292Jo 

482 -1 107 

ror sfrufs only between ribs: 
J< L == 387 I 

overall /otero/ I:::: 94 500 ;nz .ff2 

from e.:t/:280 
J(::::. /+ 1rt X 94500 [ 3C.5X 144 

;z x- e73 2 2 x 48, 100 
-+ 3c. s ,.( cB x t4 4· 

Z9,200 
=== t?. 7 I 

K X XL /i = 2. 7/ A' 387 = 74. 9 
!4 

Fe:::. 11 2 x 29,000/74.9 2 
- 51 1<si 

/otero/ moment n;ognifi'er = I _ /. 2S 
/- 1.7%2926 

482. X S! 

Wind stresses in the rib for the two systems : 
(stress of point 5) dia9onol type 

vertical flexure 
/otero/ flexure 
loco! bending 

strut brocin9 Single Lateral 
z.s6 c.56 

1.2S X0.87= /. 09 /.II XQ87= • 97 
1.25~46 =: 5. 7s· 0 

9.40 3.53 
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1 .16.5 Distribution of Wind Load Between Arch Rib and Deck 
!:_a tera 1 Sys terns_ --

The wind stress analyses made in 1,16, 1 and 1.16,4 are for the 
two arch ribs~ braced together, and subjected to the lateral forces 
from wind blowing directly against the arch. There will also be 
wind lateral forces acting directly on the roadway deck. Since the 
roadway deck and the arch are not free to deflect laterally, 
independently of each other, there will be lateral force transfers 
between them through the columns or suspenders. 

The roadway deck will probably have a lateral system of its own 
and the roadway slab may also act as a lateral system. If there is no 
diagonal bracing between the columns within the arch span, the main 
lateral force transfer would be through the short columns at or 
adjacent to the center of span. The bents at the abutments may have 
diagonal bracing between the columns, in which case they will act as 
vertical truss cantilevers to take the wind shear from the deck down 
to the arch abutments. A rough method of analyzing the lateral load 
transfer is to assume that the deck lateral system and the arch 
lateral system have the same lateral deflection at the center of the 
arch span, but are free to deflect independently at the other columns 
within the arch span. The following example will illustrate a method 
of solving for the value of the lateral force required at the center 
of the span, between the arch and deck, to equalize the deflection. 

The arch single lateral system will be used in this example. For 
this case, the arch was calculated to have a lateral deflection at the 
center of span of 3.38 inches, for the wind directly against it. It 
will be assumed that the deck system, acting alone, has a deflection 
of 2.3 inches from the wind loads directly on it and that a unit 
lateral ~orce of 1 kip at the center of span will deflect the deck 
25 x 10- inches. These values, of course, depend on the deck lateral 
system, the roadway slab and the end support, and would have to be 
calculated. 

The arch lateral deflection of 3.38 inches from wind loads acting 
directly on the arch, was calculated in Section 1.16.2. The lateral 
deflection of the arch for a 1 kip lateral load at the crown will be 
calculated in a similar manner. This lateral deflection from vertical 
arch bending is: 

ovb = z:M~ L'IL/EI 
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where M2 is the moment at any point, in the 2-hinged arch, produced by 
a unit norizontal load at the crown. M2 is calculated by the following 
equation: 

M
2 

= M + M m 
u v 

where Mu is the moment at any point, in the 3-hinged arch, produced 
by a unit horizontal load at the crown; m is the moment at any point 
due to a unit crown moment; and Mv is the 2-hinged crown moment, 
produced by a unit lateral load at the crown. Mv is found by the 
following equation: 

Mv = zmM ~zm2 u . 

To get the total lateral deflection, the lateral deflection from 
shear and from axial stress must be added to the lateral deflection 
from vertical bending. 

The shear from a unit lateral load of 1 kip at the crown is 0.5 
kips and the shear deflection is calculated in the example by multiplying 
the shear deflection from wind loads by the ratio of 0.5 to the average 
shear from the wind loads. 

The axial stress deflection may be approximately calculated by 
multiplying the wind load deflection by the ratio of one to the total 
wind load on the span and by the ratio of the fixed end beam deflections 
constants of 1/192 and l/384 for concentrated load at the center and 
uniformly distributed load, respectively. 

An equation to solve for the lateral force transfer at the arch 
crown is set up in the example in terms of the independent deflections, 
the unit load deflections and the unknown force WL. The following 
example illustrates the procedure described above. 
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R;b deflection for I kip /otero/ load af the crown 
(Single diagonal system) 

Values for m1 L m~ f Mu/LJL are -found in Sec. 1.16.2 

I 3 4-

panel m Mu~L lnMuJLJL Mv~L 

I .993 - .0181 - .0180 .249 
z .935 - . 127 - ./19 .235 
3 .822 - .271 - .223 .206 
4 .653 - .378 - .247 .164 
5 .429 - .374 - ./60 .JOB 
6 .154 - .187 - .0289 .039 

-.796 

Mv::: 0796XLJL/3.169 =0.25/!JL 
For I l<ip lateral load 

Mfr"L1L 
2 

M0l 
.231 .0534 
, 108 .0/11 

- -065 .0042 
- .214 .0458 
- .266 .0708 
- .148 .0219 

.2078 

/otero! der!ecfion from vertical bending 
dVb = 0.208 X 37.93 X 4 )( 144 = 0.824XI0-.1 ff-

-.J 
"' 9. 9 X /0 1i1 

29,000 X 2. 73~ 000 

lateral def'Jecfion from shear (with diagonals) 

0.5 X !53 :::: !4.6 X I0-3 in. 
52.5 

lot'eraJ d(;J{Jecfion from axial stress (opproximofe) 
I X 384 X osz = 41 x ;o-3 in. 

192. .bX 425 

total /otero/ deflection =(9. 9+!4.6+4/ }X!O-.J::: ZB.6XI0-3 in. 

Y1{ = lateral force franfer from orch to dec!< at 
center of span. 

3.38 - 28.6 X 10-3 V1 == 2.3 + 25 X 10-3 V\1. 
K V\i = 3. 38 - 2. 3 := 2 0. 2 

(c8.6 +zs.o)Jo-3 
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Consideration of Lon9ifudincl Forces for Oesisn £~ample in L/6 

Moments from 60 ° wind acfin9 on fhe arch : 
total /on,gifudinal component = 0.6 X :/o X 42 5 = 97 K 

II H __ ___.;. 

lv 
H= 97+2. = 48.5x 
V= -87x70xa75+ 425 = -/2.K (OSSllming parabolic axis) 

M t + . t 485 ., 97x a75.xzo a CJ'l.lor,er po1n = . xa 75 X70- lc:. x /06- 4 c 
= cSS0-1270-640 
::: + 640 1

1< 

M of crown = 48.5 X70-12Y2/c.5- 48.5 X70XO.c5 
~ 3 400- C!550 -850 
= 0 

Moments from 60° wind acting on the roadway: k 

assume longitudinal component = 6 X 0. 0/9X 425 = 48.5 
assume this force to oct 5 f'eet above the arch at 
the crown , and to be fronsmifted to the arch of 
the crown. 

48.5K 
--~r----

H H. __ --
~v 
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H = f: -~' 48.5 = 24.25k 
V = -48.5 X75+ 425 =-8.61< 

M at qllarfer point = c4.25 xa75X70-B.Gx4?57-4 
= 1270-9/0 
= 360 1k 

Mat crown = {?X48.5x5 
::: /2/ IK 

Total moment at ql.lorfer point -from /ongifudino/ wind 
M = 'E ( 640 +360) =- 5oo Jx 

Wind on live load (WL) moment at quarter pt -half span /oadet. 

M
- 0.038%212 X 360 _ 30 11< .b 
- 48.5 2 - per r1 

Moment from L. L. longifudinol -Force 
force = 0.05 .x 2 (0.64 x 425 + 18) ::: 2 91< 
quarter point moment = 

4
C:.

5 
x 3go_ /07 1

k 

For Group JIL loading wifh 60° wind 
Mo/·fJ: = /07 + 0..3x500 +30 == 287

1
k 

/on9ifudinal fcr-P· = 28 7 x 12 + 5896 
lateral fs (see ?0.9e 57)= 3.42 x0.3 x ;~ -

0.584 HSi 

0.349 kSi 

0.933 kSi 

Total stress from 60° wind= 3 42 x ~b + (5%~~0) 12 

= 2. 24 KSi 
Toto/ stress from BOo wind = 3. 42 KSi 

. •. 80° wind governs over 60° wind for fhi:S example. 
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COWLITZ RIVER BRIDGE 
Lewis County - Washington 

Span 520 feet 
Bui 1t 1967-68 

Designed By 
Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff 
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CHAPTER II - CONCRETE ARCHES 

2.1 Basic Arch Action 

Much of what has been said in Chapter I with regard to steel arches 
applies to concrete arches also. It is the intent to discuss in this 
chapter those features in which the action and design of concrete arches 
differ from that of steel arches. 

Concrete arches are generally fixed at the springing, and generally 
have a varying rather than a uniform depth. They may be of the barrel 
type, in which a single rib is used, with a width approximately equal to 
that of the deck, or they may have individual ribs braced together by 
lateral struts. In recent years a number of hollow box-section concrete 
arches have been built. These are generally a single or a multiple cell 
box with an overall width somewhat less than the width of the roadway. 
For short spans many spandrel-filled concrete arches have been built. 
These have retaining walls at the edges of the barrel to hold an earth 
fill on which the roadway slab is placed. Concrete arches are frequently 
built in multiple spans, so that the dead load horizontal reactions of 
adjacent spans balance each other, and the longitudinal force on the 
piers is from live load only. Thus high piers with the arch springing 
well above the foundation may be used. 

Concrete arches are subjected to appreciable stresses from shrinkage 
and creep of the concrete under dead load stresses. Stress interaction 
between the rib and the deck is likely to be greater for concrete arches 
than for steel arches. This is due to the greater degree of monolithic 
construction used in concrete and the fact that the concrete columns and 
deck members are generally larger in relation to the arch rib than is the 
case for steel arches. The method used in the construction of concrete 
arches does not generally result in the elimination of dead load rib 
shortening stresses, as is the case for steel arches. Dead load is 
greater for a concrete arch than for a steel arch, resulting in a higher 
percentage of the stress being axial and, therefore, a greater pre
dominance of compressive stress over tensile stress. 

2.1. 1 Dead and Live Load Action 

The comments in Chapter I with regard to dead and live load action 
apply, in general, to concrete. There is, however, one fundamental 
difference in the case of many concrete arches. These are arches which 
have a single, wide rib of either the barrel or box type. Live load 
located laterally eccentric to the rib center line applies twisting 
moments as well as vertical loads to the rib, resulting in torsional 
shearing and lateral flexural stresses. This is quite different from 
arches with two or more ribs, where live load eccentricity is carried by 
an increase in vertical load to the ribs on the side of the eccentricity 
and a decrease to the other ribs. 
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The single rib or barrel arch under live load w with eccentricity 
e is subjected toa twisting moment, w-e, in addition to vertical load. 
A stress analysis similar to that used for wind load may be used. The 
following equations apply to a uniform load w with eccentricity e over 
the full span, and a circular axis. 

L.C 

Mo = transverse bending moment at crown 

zc = w · e · Rs ine 

Me = M0 cose-w-e-Rsin2e Eq. 43 

T 
8 

= M0 sine + w·e·Rsinecose Eq. 44 

Assuming constant cross-section, and using the method of cutting the 
arch at the crown and solving for statical unknown, M0 · (T0 = zero, by 
symmetry). 

Where M 
T 
m 
t 
G 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

moment due to external forces on cut structure 
torsion due to external forces on cut structure 
moment due to unit M0 = case 
torsion due to unit M

0 
= sinG 

shearing modulus of elasticity= E. 2.3 
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w·e·R Is -sin2ecoseRde 
W·e·R Is 

r-1 = --rr- 0 + -GK 0 sin2ecoseRde 
0 

/' ff3 1 1 
IT 0 cos2eRde + GR 0 sin2eRde 

= 
EI 

2R w·e·sin3s (BK- 1) Eq. 45 
3 [ (s + sinscoss) + (s - sinscoss) ~~ ] 

2.2 Buckling and Moment Magnification 

A concrete arch will generally have a greater dead load thrust than 
a steel arch of the same span. However, at service load the stiffness, 
EI, of the concrete arch is generally greater than that of the steel 
arch. Although the dead load may be twice as great for the concrete 
arch, the stiffness at service load may be 1.5 times as great as that 
of the steel arch. In addition, since concrete arches are generally 
fixed and steel arches are generally two-hinged, the k factor for 
buckling length of the concrete arch may be about seven tenths that for 
steel arch. For a concrete arch, theref2re, the ratio T/AFe, used in 
magnification Equation 1, may be 2 x 0.7 -~ 1.5 =(approximately) 0.65 
that of a steel arch. Thus moment magnification is generally less at 
service load for a concrete arch. The combination of more stiffness at 
service load with the effect of fixity causes the fixed concrete and to 
have about l/3 the live load deflection of a two-hinged steel arch. 

At ultimate load, however, the picture changes completely and the 
concrete arch becomes much more flexible. This is due to the very large 
downward curve, from a straight line, of the concrete stress-strain 
curve as ultimate strength is approached. The AASHTO Specifications 
Article 1 .5.34 give a value of concrete EI = (Ecic/5) + Esis for 
compression member magnification of live load moment. Since an arch 
may have as little as 0.5 percent reinforcing in each face, the above 
equation may reduce the EI of an arch section to l/4 the value at 
service load. The net result is that a concrete arch will generally 
have considerably more moment magnification than a steel arch, for design 
purposes. 

AASHTO Article 1.5.33, Compression Members With or Without Flexure, 
and Article 1.5.34, Slenderness Effects in Compression Members may be 
used for the design of the concrete arch cross-sections. These articles 
are under Load Factor Design. Service Load Design makes use of these 
Load Factor Design Articles by the application of certain factors. 
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Since ultimate strength, rather than working stress, is therefore the 
basis of both design methods, it is recommended that load factor design 
be used for arches. It is also recommended that a minimum of 1 percent 
total reinforcement be used for concrete arches. More reinforcement 
may be needed because of tensile requirements, or to reduce moment 
magnification. 

There is a question of the value of ~ to be used in AASHTO 
Equation (6-15). Although ~should be taken as 0.7 (except for 
P < 0. lfcAg) for determining the section resistance to combined moment 
and axial load as outlined in Article 1.5.33, it is recommended that 0 
be taken as 0.85 in Equation (6-15) for the determination of moment 
magnification. The reason for this recommendation is that moment 
magnification applies to flexural action only. This ¢ value is also 
consistent with the numerical constant of 1.18 used in Equation 3 for 
Load Factor Design of steel arches. 

Moment magnification should not be applied to either stresses or 
deflection produced by rib shortening, shrinkage or temperature. The 
reason is that this deflection, unlike partial live load deflection, is 
in the same direction (either up or down) over the entire span. As a 
result of this type of deflection the horizontal reaction and the 
position of the thrust line can, and does, adjust to this deflection. 
The calculated amount of H is correct for the final arch position, 
because of camber. 

2.3 Ratio of Rib Depth to Span 

As explained in the previous section, live load deflection at 
service load is quite small for a fixed concrete arch and, therefore, 
does not govern the depth of rib to be used. Buckling in the plane 
of the arch and moment magnification are the important factors in 
determining the rib depth. Table I gives dimensions and data for 
existing concrete arches. Six of the eight have a ratio of span to 
rib depth at the crown between 70 and 80. A ratio of 75 is a good 
average figure for a fixed-concrete arch. The Sando Arch (9) in 
Sweden has a ratio of 99. Radious of gyration, rather than overall 
depth, is a measure of resistance to buckling and moment magnification. 
The radius of gyration of a solid section is about 3/10 of the depth, 
and about 4/10 of the depth for a box section. On this basis the box 
section might have 4/3 the span-to-depth ratio of a solid section. 
However, there would appear to be no advantage, from the standpoint of 
economy, in using the smaller depth for a box section. The width of 
rib and thickness of slabs and webs can be such that the area of 
cross-section can be made a minimum consistent with stress. 

Excluding the Hokawazu Arch (10), which is two hinged, the other 
four box sections have a ratio of springing depth to crown depth varying 
from l .55 to l .72. A value of about 1.7 is suggested for the ratio. 
From the crown to the springing the depth may vary approximately linearly 
along the arch axis. 
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TABLE I - EXAMPLES OF CONCRETE ARCHES 

Gl adesvi 11 e Sando Port Elizabeth Hokawazu Cowlitz River Mississippi Memorial Arroyo Sec 
Australia Sweden South Africa Japan Washington St. Minnesota Wash. D.C. California 

( 12) (9) (13) ( 10) (14) (11) (ll) (ll) 

Oeck-Wi dth ( Bd) 84 1 42 1 85.3 33 1 31 I 57' 94 1 32 1 

Span (1) 1000 1 866 1 656 1 5571 520 1 300 1 180 1 105 1 

Rise (h) 134 130 I 145 1 871 148.6 1 80 1 27.4 1 45 1 

Width Rib 4@201 31 1 47.81 26.2 1 27 1 2@12 1 86 1 2@3.5 1 

Rib Depth-Crown 14 1 8.75 1 9.02 1 7.87 1 71 4. 01 2.25 1 2.0 1 

Rib Depth-Springing 23 1 14.75 1 14.0 1 9.84 1 12 1 10.00 1 5.86 1 3.5 1 

No. of Cells 4 3 3 2 3 
Slab b/t 14.4 9 

-....,J 
19.6 11.3 12.6 

_, 
Web b/t (max) 19.5 12. 75 14.1 5.5 16 
Rise/Span 0.134 0.15 0.22 0.156 0.286 0.267 0.139 0.43 
Span/Crown Depth 71.5 99 72.8 70.8 74.3 75 80 53 
Span/Rib Width 12.51 28 13. 7 21.2 20 25 L92 21 
f 1 c in psi 6000 5750 5700 5700 4000 2500? 3900 2500? 
Spring Depth/Crown Depth 1.64 1.69 1. 55 1.25 1.72 2.5 2.6 1. 75 
Rib Area-Sq. Ft 

(at crown) 292 89 100 72 51.5 96 193 14 

All of the above are fixed except Hokawazu which is 2-hinged 

The 20-foot wide ribs are separated by 1-foot gaps, and connected by prestressed diaphragms at 
50-foot intervals. The ribs are precast in lengths of about 10 feet and have no continuous 
reinforcement. 



The span-to-crown depth ratio of 75 appears to be applicable to 
solid as well as box section. The lower value of 53, used for the 
Arroye Seco Bridge (11) may have been for architectural reasons, 
possibly to obtain a narrow rib in relation to depth in this short 
span, high rise arch. We see no reason for a larger ratio of springing 
to crown depth for a solid as compared to a box section and, therefore, 
recommend that 1.7 be used for both. 

2.4 Rise-to-Span Ratio 

Just as with steel arches, the rise-to-span ratios for concrete 
arches vary over a wide range. The ratios for the arches listed in 
Table I vary from 0.14 to 0.43. The site in combination with required 
clearances and roadway grades generally control the rise and minimum 
span. For a bridge over a deep valley either the span or the rise, or 
both, may be increased for reasons of economy. In a single span over a 
canyon the rise may be reduced and the span increased by raising the 
abutments, to effect economy. 

A high rise-to-span ratio for a ,given span reduces the dead load 
thrust and the moments from rib shortening, shrinkage and temperature 
change, but the wind stresses are increased. The reduction in dead load 
thrust reduces the live load moment magnification. The resulting added 
length of rib, of course, adds material cost and construction cost. 

2.5 Rib Shortening, Shrinkage, Temperature Effects and Camber 

Rib shortening, as used here, refers to the shortening of the arch 
axis due to axial stress and the stresses produced by that shortening. 
Shrinkage refers to arch axis shortening and resultant stresses due to 
the drying out of the concrete after setting. Temperature involves the 
lengthening or shortening of the arch axis due to rise and fall of the 
average concrete temperature from the temperature at the time of closure. 
These effects are modified by the plastic quality of concrete resulting 
in creep and stress relaxation. Changes in length of the axis and the 
resultant deflections which determine camber will be discussed first. 

2.5.1 Permanent Arch Deflections 

Since dead load is a permanent load, plastic flow or creep increases 
the initial deflection over a long period of time, at a decreasing rate. 
The following equations can be used to calculate ultimate crown 
deflection, approximately: 
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Ejxed ll.r:cb 

Initial llrs 

Creep llrs 

lls 

llt 

Two-Hinged Arch 

Initi a 1 ~rs 

Creep llrs 

liS 

llt 

Where fa = 

~rs = 

liS = 

llt = 

w = 

t = 

= fa/Ec (h + £
2
/4h) 

= 2.4 Initial ~rs(Additional) 

= 0.0003 (h + t
2/4h) 

= wt (h + t2/4h) 

= f/Ec(h + t
2
/5h) 

= 2.4 Initial llrs(Additional) 

= 0.0003 (h + t 2/5h) 

= wt (h + £2/5h) 

axial unit stress at the crown 

Eq. 46a 

Eq. 46b 

Eq. 46c 

Eq. 46d 

Eq. 47a 

Eq. 47b 

Eq. 4 7c 

Eq. 47d 

crown deflection from dead load rib shortening 

final crown deflection from shrinkage 

crown deflection from temperature change 

coefficient of expansion = 0.000006 
temperature change in degrees Farenhei t 

2.5.2 Arch Stresses from Rib Shortening, Shrinkage and Temperature Change 

Stress relaxation does not reduce deflection but has a considerable 
effect in reducing the stress effects of creep and shrinkage. The initial 
rib shortening deflection and stress are elastic effects of load. The 
effect of creep is to increase initial deflection and stress. At the 
same time that creep is increasing stress, relaxation is reducing stress 
but not deflection. There is a residual net stress effect from the 
combined action of creep and stress relaxation. This residual stress 
factor will be taken as 0.38. Therefore, the final stress from dead 
load rib shortening will be 1.38 times the initial elastic stress due 
to rib shortening. In other words, the initial elastic rib shortening 
stress is a load stress which in itself remains unchanged, but the 
deformation effects of creep and relaxation add 38 percent to this initial 
load stress, in a period of time. 
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Shrinkage is entirely a deformation effect, having no connection 
with any load. Shrinkage stress, therefore, is subject to the full 
effect of stress relaxation, The shrinkage factor of 0.0003 should, 
therefore, be multiplied by the relaxation residual factor of 0.38, 
giving a net shrinkage stress factor of 0.00012. 

In line with the above discussion, the following equations should 
be used in calculation of reactions and stresses: 

Hrs 

H 
s 

H (drop) 
t 

M 
X 

Hrs 

H 
s 

Ht(drop) 

Mx 

rs 

rc 

y 

fc & Ac 

Me 

Ms 

Fixed Arch 

= -~0 [~?.,__{!:_~<J_ J 2 X l. 38 f CAC 
h 

= -9Q_ [0.5 (rs + rc)]2 x 0.00012 EAC 8 h 

= -90 [~L 5 (rs + rc)]2 x ct EAc 
8 h 

= -H [y- h(l - 0.33 ldcfds)J 

2-Hinged Arch 

= -15 [rCJ2 1. 38 f CAC 8 -h X 

= :::.~ 5 [~ci 0.00012 EAc 

-15 ere] 
8 h x ct EAc 

= -Hy 

= radius of gyration at the springing 

= radius of gyration at the crown 

= vertical distance from springing to point x 

Eq. 48a 

Eq. 48b 

Eq. 48c 

Eq. 48d 

Eq. 48e 

Eq. 48f 

Eq. 48g 

Eq. 48h 

= unit stress and area of cross-section at the crown 

= crown moment 

= springing moment 
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2.5.3 Reduction of Rib Shortening and Shrinkage Stresses by 
~-~Construction Methods -

The majority of concrete arch designs allow for full rib 
shortening and shrinkage stresses) and only minor steps are taken 
in construction to reduce these stresses. One generally used method 
is to pour the arch rib in separated sections along the axis. Key
ways are left between these sections and reinforcing is lapped in the 
keyways. The keyways are poured last. This will result in some 
reduction of shrinkage stress, due to some shrinkage having occurred 
in the time period between the start of concrete placement and the 
final pour. The reduction effect is greater in long span arches 
because of the greater length of time involved in concrete placement 
as compared to short span arches. 

Stresses opposite to rib shortening and shrinkage stresses can be 
jacked into the rib before final rib closure. This is similar to the 
method in steel arches. Freyssinet developed one method. The two 
halves of the rib may be separated at the crown by an opening. Pairs 
of jacks are used at the introdos and extrados at the crown to further 
separate and raise the two halves of the rib. The jacking forces are 
precalculated to force initial stresses in the arch for the purpose of 
counteracting rib shortening and shrinkage stresses. The sum of the 
jacking forces must be very close to the crown thrust from the 
vertical load at that time. By making the lower jacking forces larger 
than the upper forces! negative moment (compression in the bottom of 
the rib)is forced into the arch. The jacking results in separating the 
two halves at the crown, and lifting the entire rib from the falsework, 
Concrete is then placed in the opening created by jacking, and the 
jacking forces are transferred to the crown key section after it has 
attained sufficient strength. The crown jacking produces rotation, so 
that the key section is wedge shaped. The calculated stresses to be 
jacked are opposite in sign and considerably larger in magnitude than 
the rib shortening and shrinkage stresses, because of stress relaxation. 
Using the previously mentioned residual factor of 0.38 for the combined 
effect of creep and stress relaxation, the calculated total, final rib 
shortening and shrinkage forces at the crown must be multiplied by 
1 ~ 0.38 = 2.6 to get the jacking forces. 

Other methods of producing counteracting stresses, just before the 
arch becomes self supporting, will be discussed under arch construction. 
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2.6 Buckling of Elements of Box Cross-Sections 

The slabs and walls of concrete arch box cross-sections should be 
checked for buckling, just as are the flanges and webs of steel arch 
boxes. The slabs are more critical than the walls because the average 
stress in the slab, at any cross-section, is practically equal to the 
sum of the axial compression and the bending compression, whereas the 
average stress in the wall is equal to the axial compression. 

The following equations are based on two independent sets of tests, 
one set by S. E. Swartz and V. H. Rosebraugh, reported in the October 1976 
ASCE Proceedings; and the other set by G. C. Ernst, reported in the 
December 1952 Journal of the American Concrete Institute. The equations 
give results about midway between the two sources. 

For slabs 

b/t = 80(1 

For walls 

b/t = 80(1 

Where fa 

fb 

- 0.8 

- 0.85 

fa + fb 
) ' maximum = 20 

allowable fc 
Eq. 49 

fa 
f ) ' maximum = 20 

all owab 1 e c 
Eq. 49a 

= computed axial compressive stress 

= computed bending stress 

allowable fc = maximum allowable stress for the concrete, 
without consideration of buckling 

b = clear width of slab or wall 

t = thickness of slab or wall 

The above equations will permit full stress in the slab, with no 
reduction for buckling, for b/t = 12 or less, and a maximum reduction 
of stress of 12 percent is required for b/t = 20. 

The same is true for the walls, except that the rib bending stress 
is not considered, and only the rib axial stress is used. Generally 
b/t for the walls can be made 20, except in some cases where the wall 
may become too thin for proper placement of the concrete. 
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The slabs should have a m1n1mum transverse reinforcement of 
0.5 percent, and this reinforcement should be equally divided between 
the top and bottom. The transverse reinforcement should extend to the 
exterior faces of the outside walls and be anchored by standard 90 
degree hooks. The webs, or walls, should have the same minimum 
percentage of reinforcement as the slabs. 

The longitudinal reinforcement should be a m1n1mum of 1 percent 
for both slabs and walls, and should be divided equally between the 
two faces. This minimum longitudinal reinforcement is desirable for 
reduction of dead load axial creep and of live load moment 
magnification. 

Table I shows the ratio of b/t for the slabs of 5 box-section 
arches. The only one which considerably exceeds 12 is the Port 
Elizabeth Bridge in South Africa. The b/t ratio for the slabs of this 
cross-section is 19.6. This ratio, by equation 49, would require a 
stress reduction of 11 percent. 

The proposed equation may be somewhat conservative. However, in 
most arches, the value of b/t = 12 can be easily met by changing the 
relationship of overall box width to slab thickness, with no loss of 
economy. 

2.7 Wind Stress and Wind Deflection 

The equations and methods for wind stress analysis and wind 
deflection of steel arches apply to concrete arches as well. Concrete 
arches consisting of a single rib should be analyzed by the method of 
Article 1.13.2. Where two or more ribs are braced together by transverse 
struts, Article 1.13.1 and Design Example 1.22 should be used. 

Table II, on the following page, gives formulas for the torsional 
stiffness constant K and for torsional shear stress. 

2.8 Interaction Between Rib and Roadway Framing 

Interaction between the roadway framing and the arch rib is likely 
to be greater for a concrete arch than for a steel arch. This is mainly 
due to the relatively deeper members used for concrete framing and to 
the greater rigidity at the intersections. A model arch was tested at 
the University of Illinois, and the results are described in the 
ASCE 1935 Transactions, page 1429, 11 Concrete and Reinforced Concrete 
Arches- Final Report of the Special Committee. 11 
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Table II......, Equations for K ond Torsional Sfress 

Section 

11 b ., 
{I I 

For bfd ~ /0 

I • b •[ 

{ fd 

-f:8 

c c c , .. ,~ .,. -, 

D "tJ f_ -
' 

"'-.+ 

The equations 
used {or o fhree 
in K. The effect 

K TOrsional Stress 

eq. SO a eq. SOd 

bd
3 3.1 T 

3.1 bd 2 

eel 50 h eq. so e 

2b
2 
d

2 T 

'Yfh +% 2 bd t 

Use f for side 
of desired stress 

eq. 50 c eq. so f 

4C2d 2f(3C+5d) T (C+2d) 
2 (C+d) 2 - d 2 C. edt (3c+5d) 

for a single cell box may be 
cell box with negligible error 
of the two inferior wolfs is fo 

increase fhe .sfre.ss of the cenfer of fhe long 
side by about 13%. 
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This test arch had a springing depth of twice the crown depth, 
with nine column spaces, and the deck framing was against the rib for 
for the length of the center space. The moment of inertia of the 
deck was approximately 1.5 times that of the rib at the crown, and the 
column moment of inertia was 0.4 that of the rib at the crown. 

A horizontal force of 2540 pounds was required to reduce the span 
by 0.1 inch and this produced a moment at the springing of 131,300 inch 
pounds. Calculations, for the arch rib acting alone, show a horizontal 
force of 950 pounds and a springing moment of 59,000 inch pounds for a 
span reduction of 0.1 inch. Thus the effect of the interaction was to 
increase the springing moment due to shortening of the rib from 
shrinkage, axial stress, and temperature by a ratio of 2.2. 

The total moment from these causes, at the mid-point of the span, 
is increased in a ratio of 4.1 by interaction. The springing moment 
would be carried by the arch rib alone, but the moment at the center 
line of span would be carried by the combined action of the deck and 
rib. This is just one example, of course, but it gives an idea of the 
effect of interaction on stresses from shrinkage, rib shortening, 
and temperature. 

The effect of interaction on live load stress would be a reduction 
at the springing and at all points in the rib. The combination of rib, 
columns, and deck framing would act as a Vierendeel truss to resist 
live load moments. The net effect of interaction would be to reduce 
the total stress from all causes in all parts of the rib. 

If the rib is designed to act alone under all loads, it should be 
adequate. Some stresses from arch action will be induced in the columns 
and deck framing, but these can be considered as being in the category 
of secondary stresses in a truss. Just as in a truss the secondary 
stresses will be minimized by using slender members, for the columns 
and deck framing. 

Some arches, particularly in Europe, have very slender ribs, 
designed to take only axial load, and deep deck members are designed to 
take the moment. This is similar in action to a tied arch in which a 
deep tie is designed to take the moment, and a slender rib is used. 

In some cases, expansion joints have been introduced in the deck, 
within the arch span, to reduce interaction. This is not desirable 
because expansion joints should be kept to a minimum and because of a 
possible high stress produced in the rib in the vicinity of the joints. 

The 1938 ASCE Transactions, page 62, has a very good paper by 
Nathan Newmark, "Interaction Between Rib and Superstructure in Concrete 
Arch Bridges." 
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2.9 Lateral Buckling and Lateral Moment Magnification 

Arches of the single barrel or multiple box type are appreciably 
stiffer laterally than vertically so that lateral buckling and lateral 
moment magnification are of minor consequence. When two or more 
individual ribs are used~ lateral stiffness may play a more important 
part in the design, Referring to Table I, the Sando multiple box arch 
has a £/b ratio of 28~ and the Cowlitz River multiple box has a £/b 
ratio of 20. The Minnesota multiple rib arch has an individual rib span 
to width ratio of 25~ and the two ribs are braced together by several 
transverse struts. The Arroyo Seco multiple rib arch has two ribs with 
individual span-to-width ratios of 21, and t~~ ribs are braced together 
at each column with a spacing of 10 feet fi inches. 

Thus the Sando Bridge is the most flexible laterally of this 
group of bridges. A multiple box section has a transverse radius of 
gyration approximately equal to 0.32b. Referring to Section 1. 11~ and 
interpolating in the table for KL; the Sando Arch, with a rise to span 
ratio of 0. 15, has a k£/r ratio of l. 11 x 1.05 x 433 ~ 0.32 x 28 = 56.4. 
In the plane of the arch, the Sando Bridge has a ratio of crown depth 
to span of l/99 which would give a k£/r value of approximately 
0.55 x 99 x 0.7 ~ 0.4 = 86. Thus, for this arch, lateral buckling is 
consideratly less critical than in-plane buckling. The span-to-rib 
width ratio of 28 is entirely satisfactory. 

The equations of AASHTO Article 1.5.34 may be userl for Load Factor 
Design Moment Magnification. As with in-plane moment magnification, 
a ~ factor of 0.85 may be used and em should be taken as 1, Use lateral 

For moment magnification to determine service load unit stresses, 
the elastic value of EI should be used and~ should fue taken as 1. 

A concrete arch with narrow ribs braced together by lateral struts 
may be investigated for lateral buckling and moment magnification by the 
methods of Section 1.11. 

2.10 Load Factor Versus Service Load Des~ 

An arch rib is a slender compression member with flexure. AASHTO 
Specifications for Service Load Design of such members refer to the 
pertinent Articles under Load Factor Design~ requiring a factor of 0.35 
to be applied to capacity and a factor of 2.5 to be applied to the 
axial load for use in moment magnification. In effect~ Ultimate 
Strength Design is factored for use in Service Load Design, It is more 
direct to simply use Load Factor Design. A desirable feature of Service 
Load Design~ the calculation of unit stresses, is not used in AASHTO 
Specifications for compression members. A designer using Load Factor 
Design may wish to calculate unit stresses, as well as deflection, at 
service load to gain a better insight into the member action under 
service load. 
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Load Factor Design for compression members subjected to flexure 
involves the construction of an Interaction Diagram. Such diagrams 
are generally available for solid sections. For box sections the 
Interaction Diagram can be constructed according to AASHTO Article 
1.5.31 - Design Assumptions. Load Factor Design for Reinforced Concrete 
Bridge Structures (29) by P.C.A. gives examples of calculations for 
such construction. 

2.11 Minimum Reinforcing Steel Requirements and Other Details 

A minimum of 1 percent of reinforcing steel should be used in a 
concrete arch rib. For a wide barrel type rib this reinforcement 
should be divided half and half between an upper and lower layer. For 
a box section this minimum should be distributed uniformly over the 
cross section. Two layers of steel should be used in both slabs and 
webs. The use of this steel reduces creep and gives a minimum tensile 
strength. This steel may be very highly stressed in compression due 
to creep. This is counted on for stiffness in moment magnification. 

Additional reinforcement may be required because of tensile stress. 
As required in the AASHTO Specifications, a design dead load reduction 
by 0.75 should be used in investigating tension. 

For box sections, diaphragms should be used at columns. Columns 
may be used in pairs, or a single wide column at each panel point may 
be used. In addition to the diaphragm at columns, diaphragms are 
frequently used at the mid-panel points between columns. 

2.12 Design Example 

As an example, a concrete arch for the same conditions as those 
assumed for the steel arch design example of Chapter 1 will be designed. 
The initial preliminary design for the concrete arch will not be given 
since it is similar to the method used for the steel arch. The more 
exact analysis is used, and it is revised to bring the assumed cross
section closer to the required cross-section. The following 
assumptions in regard to the cross-section to be analyzed are made: 

Use cellular type box cross-sections 

Rib depth at crown = 425 = 5.67, try 5'-9" 
75 

Rib depth at springing= 1.7 x 5.75 x 9.78, try 10'-0" 

Rib width= 4.25 ~ 20 = 21.2, try 20'-0" 
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Table I gives examples of the dimensions of a wide variety of 
types and spans of concrete arches. The last line in the table 
gives the area of the rib cross-section at the crown. The Cowlitz 
River Bridge is the closest to the design example. It has a cross
sectional area at the crown of 51.5 square feet. The design example 
has about the same roadway width but a span about 8/10 that of 
Cowlitz River. A two-celled section with 10 inch webs and 8 inch 
slabs will be assumed. The crown area A is: c 

20 X 5.75- 17.5 X 4.42 = 37.7 sq. ft. 

The ratio of b/t for the slabs= ~ = 13.1 

Assume 35 #6 bars, top and bottom, in slabs 

p for slabs= 2 x 35 x .441 = 1.6% 
240 X 8 

Assume 6 #6 bars, each face, in webs 

p for webs = 2 X 6 X .441 = 
53 X 10 1.0% 

The weight of the rib can now be calculated. The deck weight will 
simply be assumed for the purpose of this example. Normally, of course, 
it would be designed first in order to more accurately get the 
superimposed dead load on the arch. 
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II 5006 2.556 " 8 68 511.6 516 5632 .0:319 0817 17197 2826 4-503 
12 .5496 16!7 1948 918 5847 58.2 647~ .0303 0.4:% /88;~i 37.65 46.28 
!3 .5989 559 " 9.73 1.,;7/R .;,:;_o 17.">;7., /J:?64 ln./4 204 14823 147.66 

ff ff ft- /(,,, 

Ar(DL Ar(LL) x• y• X.1:!J7r Y.1!Yz ~I>~ I yt.1¥I M MAS/I M.lS0 M6S)Yz 

I 4583 4152 69 2586 0.649 -/2S3 5.4 20.16- 0 0 0 0 

2 4610 4180 621 2340 185.9 -I !40 464 !7.44 -3667 - 273 -6~18 -1-180 
3 464fJ 4217 !7Z4 188 5' 2 913 -0963 120.9 1322 -/0846 761 31591 10-f-46 
4 4690 42 60 3364 129.5 3.80 -0747 2Z0.8 8.50 -21816 -!432 83056 162.9.9 
5 4740 43/0 5'528 68c 45Z6 -050.1 336.5 4.15 - 36/SS 2201 163611 1818Z 
6 4810 4380 8197 19.1 4 977 -auo 450.6 105 -54259 2983 i'7~ /30-1-2 
7 4898 44 67 11346 0.1 5188 0.013 552.6 0.00 -75651 -3685 -392410 -/013 
8 4990 4560 15104 348 5728 0275 7040 1.62 -101632 -47.17 ..J!Z/Sj -2794t 
9 5090 4660 19491 !57Ji 5744 0.516 80!.9 6.48 -132~ -5443 75S,e -68330 
/0 5198 4767 Z4330 400.4 5.652. 0.725 88!6 14.51 -166.978 -60S! -!MJ'/87 -121079 
II 53!0 4880 29574 7985 5.493 0..90.3 944.7 25.51 -z~ 6548 -liZ~ -18503 
/2 5435 5005 3540$ 1417 8 5.701 1!41 /072.7 42.95 -z48Ut. 7527 -#/6357 f-.?83416 
/3 5573 5142 418.30 123263 5.399 11.273 il!o4.2 61.41 -Z973SJ 7849 /6051' -37858< 

Dead Load Momet;f m Canf,Jeverea' Half-Arch (M) 

/rem I c1 2 3 C,; 4 5 Cs- 6 7 
Vt?rf1ca/ /oad(K,pS, 94.28 2440 9497 95.9/ 2510 96.97 98.22 263.0 99.96 /OZ./5 
L II IJ II 9428 J38.Z~ 433.c5 52916 780.16 877.13 97535 1238.4 /338.3 1-1-40.5 

Momen~t ~m- (ft) 8024 8604 16.571 7517 8.962 16.35 7.381 8.804 15.984 7.904 
I M omen - -f<,~. ao 756 3667 10841. 14824 21816 36157 43356 5425S 75651 

l'tem C4- 8 9 C3 /0 If Cz 12 1.3 C.t 
Vl'rtcal load 282.0 11285 liS 59 :508.0 1185 12!5.3 3560 /:5521 1392 2790 
:L . II 

1722.5 1835.4 1950.9 2258.9 237Z< 2499.t 28551 29902 3129.4 3408.4 
Moml'nf arm 8.474 /6.714 7504 8867 15.9~~ 7.838 8.366 /6.351 7.915 0.0 
Moment 87036 /0/63Z 1.12301. !4694~ '6697. 204.78~ 122457. t?484&l 12.9735.1 3ZZ310 



Umf load at C2 ij,,: load of C:J Umf /aad of c .. Und load at Cs Umf load at C6 Umf load 1ft C1 

sm<f c~s sm~.1S N ~ ~~ N N~ IJV_smrj1>S N~s ~s N t"oSpAS NSm¢~s N fo<cos¢AS jNsmJ!i.1S N ~s NS117tPJS 
A;:/l L A;!f, AT Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar Ar A, -A, Ar Ar Ar 

I 02358 .40068 .IXJ023 
I 2 07068 3962 .00/99 .07068 02808 .00199 

3 11763 .38926 00546 
/643/: 06334 

11763 .04611 .00546 
4 .1643/ .38023 .0/055 .01055 .16431 .0633 .01055 
5 .21063 369/1 01714 2!063l.07953 .01714 .2!063 .07953 .0/714 
6 .25648 35508 Oc5fXJ .2564/i .09422 02500 25648 .0942;? .02500 25648 .09422 .Oi?SOO 

7 .30176 33870 .03393 30/76 . 10721 .03393 30176 ./0721 0339 . 30176 .10721 .03393 
8 .34709 .3470(! .04753 .34709 .12843 .04753 .34709 12843 .04753 34709 !c843 .04753 34709 .12843 .04753 
9 .39233 .32666 .05943 39233 13932. 05943 .39233 13932 .05943 .39233 .13932 05943 39233 .!3932 05943 
10 .43664 30543 .07195 .43664 .!4824 .07195 .43664 .14824 .07195 .43664 .14824 .07195 .43664 .14824 .07195 .43664 14824 .07195 
II .47991 28377 .ai491 .4799/ .!5523 .08491 .47991 .15523 .08491 .4799! .!5523 .08491 47991 .15523 .08491 47991 .15523 08491 
12 5223/ .28298 ./06/6 .52231 .17332 10616 52231 .17332 .106/6 .52231 ./7332 .10616 .52.231 .17332 ./06/6 .5223/ ./7332. .10616 .52?.31 .17332 .!0616 
/3 .5637! .25838 .!Z035 5637/ ./7634 !2035 56371 .17634 .12035 .56371 17/.34. ./2035 .56371 17634 .12035 .56371 .!7634 .12035 .56371 ./7634 !2035 
~ 4..4E56 .58463 .34967 .22651 65313 .38337 .92088 .43033 112231 .54926 126518 .57695 L33937.SBf.40 

Ho .0918 .3345 .6669 /.0!95 1.3150 1.4845 

l£ .0125 .0505 ./140 .2021 .3113 .4353 

Reoctons lnc!udm'J R1b Shorfenrng (!?) 

N= d~ad load shear X ! in¢ Lwe Load R,h Shorfentng £f"fect 

~ 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
/0 
II 
12 
13 

'"s 
N 4S cos¢ Ncos?>4_S t"~S 

AT(oL Ar{DL) Ar(DL) 

0 . .1633 .99972 0 .3630 
239 36/1 99750 8.6/ .3593 
51.0 .3582 .99306 18 /3 .3532 
1282 3549 .98641 4488 .3453 
/84.8 35!2 . .9775 6342 .3356 
317.6 .3461 96655, 106.24 .3233 
403.9 .3399 .95338 /30.86 .308.9 
597.9 .3605 .93783 Z02 14 .3171 
7201 .3534 .91983 23409 .Z990 
986.3 .3461 .89964 307.14 .280/ 
114/.0 .3388 .87732 33.9./3 .2608 
!491.2 .3583 .85276 455.65 ,2606 
16856 .3495 .82597 4865 . ?RR7 

~ 1.£1E. 
- (-1,003258+2396.86) = 4527.6" 

E./7. 0/ -f 4. 045 

A I 

-[f ~ _ [ Nsm¢.1sl 
"' - A I A AT J - k _xlLJS + f sinz¢-js 

I A AT 

tv'1o IS not affected 

Dead Load R,b Shortening Ef"red 

Ho ne3/edin_g R 
flo mcludmg R 
Negative thrust from R = 
V. and Mo are not affected 
/oodm.3. 

4623.0 ~ 
4527.6 k 

95.4 I< 

hy a symmetr,cal 

Thrusf(;v}= -95.4cos ¢ 
Momenf(M)= -95.4X d1sfance verftcally 

fo elasf;c center 

N7 " N4 = -902 k -95 3 
M' !507'" M .. = -270'~ 

Ns = -92 a" N' = -7741< 

MI = 629.'" M' = -S/34"' 

Unit !odd df: 
Cz c3 c ... Cs c .. c, 

Ho n_eglecfrng R .0945 .3428 .6826 /0429 !. 3447 /5179 
Ho mcluding R .09/8 .3345 6669 1.0!95 1.3150 14845 
Ne_gaf/ve thrust from~ -JJ027 -.0083 - 0!57 -0234 -.0297 .0334 

N 7 =/1/e!J fhrusfxcos~ -.OOe? -.0083 -.0157 -.0234 -.0297 -.0334 
M7 = " nx(y} .0427 . /3/1 .2481 .3697 .4693 .5277 
Ns -.a726 -.a78! -.0!53 -.022.8 -.0289 -.03(!5 
Ms .0178 .0547 ./035 ./542 .1957 .2<!01 
N4- -.0026 -.0079 -.0149 -.0221 -.0281 -.03/6 
M+ -.0078 -0239 -.OA52 -.0674 -0856 -.0962 
N' -0022 -.0067 -.0127 -0190 -0241 -0271 
M' -.1453 -4467 -8450 -12594, -/5985 -17976 

The oh shortenm9 e(-fecf on Vo due fo 
/Jve load IS so small that' ,f IS neglected 
117 fh;s Ce7Se 



I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
/0 
II 

;] 
:l: 
M. 
H. 
v. 

M. 

H. 

00 
........ v. 

+X 

y" 
X' rp1 
ys 
x' 
¢s 

)"' x4 
,~ 

Y' 
X' 
¢' 

Umt load c. 
M MA$/1 MXI:J:j/j MYLJ9(; M 

-887 
-u8s 

-8.37 - 2536 -477 -955 -4106 
-2472 - 6525 -133.5 -31.47 -5741 

- 9061 -1812 -4102 

0. 6808 
0.0945 
00!25 

c 

c -i MYLl§j 

L yz.4.:yj 
A 

c 
-I" MXLlo/f' 

f X
2.40 

A 

Umt load at C3 Und load at C4 
Mllf'.[ MXA~ MYIJ~ M Mllo/I /IIX!J.[j/J MY1l!j"J 

- 847 - .3948 485- 233 
- 25.19 -10363 - 1447 - 1301 

~3214 -50/ -6 43 - 41.57 -15063 2350 - 3014 
-7938 -136.5 -2243 -5755 -[8384 316/ 5195 
12439 -2341 -4684 -7375 22342 -4204 - 8413 

~15155 -3099 -7309 -9010 2.3784 4864 - 14 71 
-3 8745 -730 7 -148.7g -93884-/6512 -29627 

2.9//3 70545 
0.3428 06826 
0.0504 01140 

Me =M.-Y.H. 
Moment (M) =Me+ YHo +XVo+m' 
Thrust ( N)Lt ~ f/cos ¢ - V srn ¢ 

" (N)!!t=lfcos¢+Vsm¢ 

Umt food at Cs 
M MllVJ MXLl~ MYLlr£ 

- 881 - 4814 - 43 9 212 
- 2479 -12074 -/28 6 - 033 
-4117 -/9189 -2358 - II 32 
-5788 -2 38/c -3324 - 298 
-7425 -2 6.$1?. -419 7 -538 
-9024 -2 885l -4968 -8164 
-/0644 -3224 -6068 -12141 
-/227. 324/3 -662.9 -15633 

-/8.0372 -29269-4526 

!3.SS32 
1.0429 

02021 

m' = moment -From unrf /oacl 
on canfi!evered half-arch 

Cz 
c. 
c. 

Umt load At: Cs 

c. c~ c. c. c. (., c. 

.Me -.8482 
I 

-2 6352-39900 -3320.9 

Cr 
c. 

M, - 6079 -/6809 -18667 3797 6 7616 18 7386 c. 
Do 

7
7

1:~ X 

116 05 II.D«61 
M8 -10167 -3 32.90 -5.5945 -6c2BS -34/79,4504( 
N' .0938 3401 ! 6766 /0324 13289 14961 

/J• 0.950 3447i 6872 10512 13577 I 5365 
c" 
CJZ 
(JJ 

Ms I 07.97 47714 /1.8734 231981 68068 -42063 
M,o - . .9636 -3 4669 -67611 -98371 -/!3860 -9.9758 

8 038 1 

-I· /635' 
¢8 2.655" 

Ns .0890 .32/8 6376 9678 14677 16075 
N1o 0.948 .3452 6904 10614 13803 /5775 

M~ 23832 96653 Z2 0642 69888 -2 9748 -8.2.941 

" /0 

" 0 
0 

-J 0 
y'" 9.59

1 

-X'" 81.73' 
¢'" !3.388" 

y" 1906
1 

-X" /14.42' 
p" 18.9!4" 

M11 -4773 -/8682 -4023 -6567S -88281 -98313 

N• .0853 .3080 .6087 12452 14.953 /6189 
NH .0935 .3406 .6827 !0521 13730 15770 

M• -24269. -333138 -3005Y. -181409 -201!04 ,r:J64SI 
M,. 31106 I0650c 19.5670 26.73SS 2.9138 247964 

N' .653? .8328 /0714 13/i?5 14.938 15620 
Jl, • . 0840 .3077 6207 .9646 12735 !496S 

J-/0 

~-i?O 
20 

t 
0 

ci: /0 

~ y'4 70.00' 
= -x' .. 212 so' 

¢'" 35726" 
[!' 

0 

'- -10 

Umf load at c. 
M M4'VI IM.>:Ao/.; MYIJ~ 

-896 - .5881 -34 II 665 
-2531 -15406 -11455 12 73 
- 4150 -22816 -2066 997 
-5746 -2 7995 -298.2 - 0. 77 
- 7386 -34425 -423.1 -20.3/ 
-90.58 -3.7NG -5203 -46 78 
10694 -3.8751 -6044 -7754 

-IZ2 93 -3.9269 -675.3 -110.9 
-139.14 -42151 -793.c -1587i? 
-554 -4/0IS -839.5 -'9797 

-30.5004-4509.2-583.66 

22.9181 
1.3447 
0.3/13 

Column =7 Colvrnnw5 
A I C I I AICII 

~160 348" i!/6 2 43 3Sj3So128J7 
fu f. fu fj 

- .0/0S .o7c3 ./002 -0716 
- 0998 .2134 .4312 - 3i!80 
- 06/0 2868 10467 -8425 

2077 .1369 2.0005 -16905 
.8516 -.4080 .7766 -3064 

I .995i! -143S8 - 0771 .5921 
6761 -./63/ -5409 10463 

- 0918 5450 -6847 11269 
- 4047 7557 -.6126 9526 
-4064 .6358 -4273 .6485 
-.2!i26 3676 -.2205 .3311 
-0788 0947 .06/S 0767 

Column~ 7 

-zo Column 1r 4 

''"t lo d <1f c, 
M r' lJ:y'.[ MX4*2 MYLl~"' 

- 860 -.6405 - /6 0 !03/ 
- 25.18 -17664 - 733 2425 
-41.65 -2.7339 -1586 3112 
-5800 -:J.530 -262 5 2S./7 
-74 !9 -4.0787 -36:93 !783 
-90/7 -43916 -467.8- I 21 
-106.5. -49662 -6/03 - c93o 
-12327 50715 -708.C. -6366 
-/3.9.64 -506t:AJ -789.3 -10126 
-155.62 -49711 -8549 -/4047 
-171.83 -52054 -979.5 -19600 
-IRR/8 -49674 -10160 -239.5g 

-473836-6305.4-658.82 

35.6042 
!5!79 
0.43.'i3 

Co/umn41;4 Colvmn"l 
Aiel I AICII 

4S roi4J 2 "13618 sz 10 600" 7873 
Fu fr Fu r.. 

.1778 -./516 - . .9832 I 1574 
. 7153 - 6205 -13582 I S80i 
16183 -14309 -118Z9 14685 
.674~ -.2912 -.6252 .9?50 

.0246 .4358 !100 .2882 
-.3238 8224 8100 -3936 
-.4365 .9221 12917 -8955 
-.3986 .8214 14548 -I IIS4 
-.2918 .6158 /3077 -1050~ 
-.1729 .383! 9457 -.780 
- 076~ 1815 5107 - 4i!87 
-0186 0474 1484 - 1260 

20 fu 

/0 

0 

-LO 

-20 
20 

1.0 

0 

-to f; 

-20 Column# I 



+fu = compresswe stress m 
-1-fr = II II II 

extreme upper bendm9 ftber of arch nb 
'' /ewer 11 u 11 11 11 

Lane load fo produce: Truck load to produce: 
maXImum +fu at column ""7 " " 

/38.8 

lane 

t ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ 
M = -ZZ96 
N= 338 

d 
I 
~r ~~ ~ 

lane loCJd 

I 

1 ~l 
~ ~1 ~: 

M= -cOBS 
N= 406 

M= 6362 
N= 341 

~~ 8t 

r !76S' 

1 

r ~ ~: ~ ~ ~]'~ 

/K 

M= 1869 ..t 
N= 30S 

maXImum + f.t at column ~ 7 
189.S

1 

maximum +fu at column >F S 

64 64 

M= ZZ7Z '" 
N ~ Zll K 

JfA+MCfi =c47PSt 
.: -truck controls 

J l 
M= -860 
N = !44 

I 

M= 2749 M= 2917 
N= 2/S N= 134 

truck load cohfrols 

maXImUm +f_t of 

248.5' 

controls 
max1mum ·i'fu at column #" 4 

M= -IS90 
N= 202 

M = 246Z M = 2733 
N = !48 N = 84 

max1mum +f1 of column# 4 

max1mum +{11 of column .. 1 

moxrmum +{; at column #I 

M = -5747 
N = ZSI 

truck load cordrols 

M = -/367 
N = i?Z7 

M= 4060 
N= 187 

M= -4646 
N= IZS 

lane loCJd controls 
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Dead Load Moment f lhrust 
Mo ~ Ma +HoY +'cantilever moment 
No = H., cos¢ f V sin t/J 

Column "'7 ~~~'s ""4 

M0 ('K) 575 552 652 

N0 (K) 4634 4784 493c 

Live Load Moment I Thrust 
Moment Magn~f,caf,on Factor ( tS) 
(based on £,I,; N at col # 4) 

"'I 

874 

5743 

Igross = ZOX7.0 3/N! -nsxs.67'l1Z =306 rt4 

]rem£ =cx3JX382 +f5.9X6B21tz=95,700in<~~4.62ff4 

A.A.S.H.T.O. 6-/7 /3d"' 0 

EI~[36QQXJ06j5 +29000%4.62}/44 e 5JOX/Q6 /i-ft" 

A. A S.H TO. 6-/6 

fJ. _ 3t42x5/QXJQ6 - cOZSOK 
c - (0.7X!06X21C.SY -

/3 { 4932 + 5-J ( 84)) = 6594K 

I 
6 = 1- 6594 

a"'""e"f.i;sr.~z'"=o,~z~s~o~~ 
"' /.62 

Impact (I) 

J"O 
I L +1£5 

L length of lone loadmg 

Col. # %1 for ffu %! for +{.1 

7 I 8 I /!0 
5 15.6 13.4 
4 17.3 jfi I /2.!1 

Col " +fu + fJ 

7 ML+I = 4347 -2052 
N+! ~ 2.49 316 

5 ML+I= 5463 -4218 
NL+I= !55 384 

4 ML+I~ 5193 -3793 
NL+I = 98 456 

I ML+I= /1636 -10856 
No1= 385 292 

NR = NR (D.L.) + JN.I' (L L) 
Ra 

Col " +fu +fA 

7 Mti(LL) 74 /02 
NR II -5 -7 

s Mli II Zl 48 
Nil tl -3 -7 

4 MR II -6 -25 
NR II -2 -8 

I MR a -422 -!90 
NR II -6 -3 
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Increase d~ad load rib shortentng $tress 38/. t" 
account for creep. 

Col # 

7 

5 

4 

I 

Col" group 

7 
1 
N 

5 I 
1Y 

4 I 
JJT 

I I 
N 

/.:38 Ro" Rrimll3J.38RoL -1-.} R 
+f.. -1-f.l, -1-fu -f.il_ 

138M"(D.L ZDBO 2080 2167 2193 
II NR p -132 -132 -!38 -!38 
n mR '' 868 868 892 946 
, Mt , -!?B.. -!?11.. -131 -136 
, MR • -373 -373 -380 -408 
II N,. n -124 -124 -126 -133 
uM" n -7085 -7085 -7561 -7306 
n NR K -107 -107 -/14 -110 

Temperature Change Moment ¢ Thrvsf 
<>< t L 

-!34.3/( fOr 45 °r drop 
104.5/( for 35°F r1se 

Mr"' HoY 
Nr = Ho cos¢ 

Col # -45° +35v 
Mr Nr Mr Nr 

7 2122 -!34 -1650 /04 
5 885 -131 -688 102 
4 -387 -127 301 99 
I -7228 -109 5622 85 

SfmnKage Moment I Thrust 
- cL 

Ho = f LA~+ f cosz¢ .JS 
C= o.000/2 

A£] AAE 
"' -59.8/( 

Ms= lfoY 

Ns = Ho cos¢ 

_£d# M.s N.s 
7 945 -60 
5 394 -58 
4 -172 -57 
I -32/8 -49 

Design Moment 4 . Thrust 

Group I" 1.3["D-r53(L+l)) 
Group!Y=!3fD-i{LfJ)+R+S~ 7) 

Fo -,:n fu+AT f~ -LJT 
M N M N M N 

/0/68 6564 /0168 6564 -3699 6709 
13203 5916 8299 6225 4918 6001 
12554 6555 12554 6555 -8422 7051 
Jo64c 6005' 8597 6308 -1873 6296 
/2099 6624 120:J~ 6624 -7371 7400 
6378 16/36 7272 16430 -534Q 6592 

26348 8300 263~ 8300 22386 8099 
-714-6 7613 9559 7865 -36054 7497 

f. +jT 
M N 

-3699 6709 
14 6310 

-84C2. 7051 
-3918.. 16599 
-?:371 7400 
-4446 6886 
22386 8099 
/93~ 7749 



Interaction Diagrams 

@ column #-7 
z 

@ columh # s 

/0 

2.0 
@ column -#- 4 

2 
@ column#/ 

10 /0 

90 



2.12.1 Revision of Cross~Section 

The cross-section which has been analyzed is understressed. 
There are three possible ways of reducing the section, a reduction in 
overall width, a reduction in overall depth, and a reduction in 
thickness of the members of the box, Each of these will reduce the 
moment of inertia, resulting in an increase in the moment magnification 
factor with a resulting increase in live load moment. This will be 
partially offset by a decrease in dead load thrust due to reduced 
weight of the arch rib. A reduction in depth would have the biggest 
effect on the reduction in moment of inertia and the least effect on 
decrease of dead load. Therefore, depth reduction is ruled out, and 
the change will be confined to thinning the slab and reduction of 
overall width to give a slab b/t of 12 so as to prevent possible 
buckling control. The walls could be reduced in thickness, but this 
will not be done because of difficulty of concrete placement between 
vertical forms. 

The ratio of force to section strength is about 0.85 at the 
springing. A 7 inch slab with a 17 foot overall width would give a 
b/t ratio for the slab of 87 : 7 = 12.4, and roughly a reduction of 
section moment of inertia of about 20 percent. The live load moment 
will increase but the thrust will decrease, resulting in only a slight 
change in force on the cross-section. The spacing of reinforcing 
bars in the slabs will be increased from 7 to 8 inches to keep the same 
percentage of roughly 1.5 percent in the slabs. 

Since the variation of moment of inertia and area along the arch 
axis will remain practically the same, a new analysis is not necessary, 
The thrusts and moments can be modified by simple calculations, and then 
compared with a new interaction diagram. 

The span-to-width ratio will be 425 ; 17 = 25. Wind stresses, 
live load lateral eccentricity and lateral buckling and lateral moment 
magnification will be investigated. 
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A 1·f· = 204 X 84 -I 74- X 70 == 4950 in z 
I9·P. == (204 X84 3 -!74 X 70~)-:·/2= S.IOX/OG;;-, 4 

Previous A'Jp·:::: 240X84-2/0x68 = 5880in 2 

Previous I'l?· = (240 x843
- 2/0.x683)+ !Z. = 6.35x 106 

OhTtJin t-he previous thru.sf at the 9uarter 
point f'or Group I !oodtng h y mte rp_ol o/ion fro/77 
the des'3n momenT and i'hrusf taiJu/c;tion_ 
Previous N'!.-?· = 6607K 2 
Decrease in N9-!'· = !06 (5880 -49SO)(o.;so)(4ZS) 

!44 (BX70) 
= 33/'1( 

N9:P· = 660 7-1.3 X 33/ ::: 6177/( 
Rofio change In rib shortening moment= 6607-331 X 1.3 

6607 
::: 0. 935 

Raf/o change in shrinKage¢ temp. moment= 4950 
5880 

=a842 

I of rein-forcement= eX 22.9 (38.5)2+!5.9(7o)2~12 
.. 4 = 74, 400;n 

EI = (.56oo x s:;ox 10 6 -c- s) -r (Z9ooo x74 4oo) 
= 5830.X /0 6 

fZ - .,.-z X S830 x 10 6 
- 16 o7C.. 

(0.7X/.06 X2!2.5)2 !44 - , 

5 - I 6177 = 1.83 
J- 0.85 X 1~072 
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Revised section at springing: 

Group IlT loading 
new thrust:::: 7497-1.3 x

10
1.

2
6 

X 331 
== 7497-487 . 
:::: 70/0 I< 

new moment= 1.3["874-/%ffx IQ856 -a935 x 7306 

= 35; /20 II< 

-0.84c A /Q446 

Group I /ooding 
new fhrust = 8300- 487 

:::::: 78/3 k 1.83 
new moment= /..3/:874 -1- 5j (1 .. 6 2 X 11636)] 

= Z9,6Zo 1K 

" zo 
1'1'1 

~ 
~ 

(/) 

-~ 
~ 

/0 -h. 

~ 
~ ).::: 

Moment (in. -Kips X !tP) 

Revised Interaction Diagram of Springing 
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2./Z.Z Vertical Crown Deflection 
( deod !ooo'J creepJ I shrinkage) 
Deod load rib shortening de£/ect;on 
frons-formed area at crown (Ac) 

Ac = 204X69-!74X55 +7X61.6 = 4940inz 
HD.L. - 462.3-331 = 42921< 

f D.L. - 4292/4950 = a867 KSi 

,.,, = a867 ( ~2 ) 
LJ 3600 lO+ 4 X70 

= 0.867 (715) 
3600 

== 0172' == 2.06" inifia/ly 

Creep 
j 

Ll ~ = 2. 4 X 2. 06 II ::::: 4. 9 4 II 

Shrinkage 

Llc == o.ooo3 (715) = 0.2 ;s' == 2. 58 11 

Toto/ deflection For comber ot crown ([ Llc) 

L~c = 2.06 + 4.94 +2.58 = 958 11 

Derlect,on f'rorn change /n temperature {45°F. drop) 

-6 1 II 
Crown deflection == 6 x 10 X 45 (715) == a 193 = 2. 3 2 

L /ve load + lmaoct crown def"/ec!ion 
Moment mognffication at service /ot?d 

I 9.p== 5.10 x 106 -r 7 x 74)400 = 5.62 X !06 in 4 

N9,o. == 6177+!. 3 = 4 752 k 

f? = 7T
2
X3600X562X/06 = 55;8001< 

c (0.7 X !.06X 212.5) 2 144 
I b - !- 4752 :: /. 09 

55,800 p 

..1 Mcf2 _ 4347x;.ogx425 2 X17ZB =1.43 
c - 76£ .T - 76 X 3600X (S.7S/zo) 2%5.62XI06 (R/3600) 
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Z./23Win d A no lysis 
use wind load = 7 x 7S = 525 # /-tt: of arch axis 
!aferol I?·?· = 

I< 9·P· = 
( 7 X !7 3

- 5.83 X IS. 333 )7 12 := !116f"t4 

2 X /6.17 2X 6. 422 
- 608 ,r;1-

_L6._il 6. 42 -
a3"83 -f o. 833 

= 2.3 

= 1116 xz 3 
608 

= 4.22 

transverse moment at crown (M0 ), usin9 ecrvation Zl: 
.IJ sin2.f3 .I£ r: .fJ -.sinPcOs/31 

M = (WR21 sin.,B- e - 4 i-K6 LSin.,B-Pcos.,B- 2 :1 
0 

I 11 fsinZ..e 7-IE[./1-.sin.Scos..Jil 
-z 4 KG 2 :.1 

..,B = 0. 63643 radians R = 357. S4S 1 

. r tK 
A1, = (67100) . 5.9432-.31822-.23899 + 4.22L .00326_7 = 3828 

. 31BZZ+. c3899+4.ZZf.o?Bc3J 

torsion ol spr!n.9ing (Ts) 
Ts = A1o sin./3- WR 2 (..,8- sin-13) 

= 3828X .59432-6 7/00X .042!1 -
:::: - 551 /I< 

transfOrmed lateral I at crown (Ic) 

L _ t/67 )(J73x (It 7%.0160) 1. /. 667 x 4.58 x 8.0B7(lr7X.0096) 
c- /Z -r 

= !063Ft 4 

loferol hehding stress of crown rfi,J 
£.- 3828x85x!OOO - 213 PSI 
c - 1063 X 14 4 -

/otero/ shear stress at springing (fS} 
/Qteral reocfion = O.S2S x 1.06 x 212.5 == ;;a~< 
bending shear = ;;a~ooo/c04X14 = 41 psi 
torsional shear = s:;: x :zooo = 22 Psi 

2X!/3 X/94X7 63 PSi 
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lateral def'lecfion from wind (de:)) from equation c3a: 

L
2 

WL 2 

Sc = 2£1 L 4 -M()j 

= 
2 X 3600X 1063X 144 

- 0./29 I 
== 1. ss 1

' 

This compares with a lateral deflection 
of 2.4-1 11 for t-he steel arch wifh two planes 
of /otero/ bracing, 3.38

11 .for the steel arch 
with one plane or lateral bracing J and 2.23

11 

for the deck. 
T(le concreTe arch is less f/exihle laterally 

than the roadway_ floor. This results in a 
transfer of wino load from the roadway 
slab to the arch. The opposite ts true f'or 
the steel arch. 

2.12.4 ££reef of Fve load latera/ eccentricifv 
I 

Assume 2 - 12 -Foot lanes at one edge of 
the 30 foot roadway with vehicles shiTted 
I Foot in the lanes. Result/n9 eccentricity (e) 
is 4 -teet. 
from equation 45: 

2X3S7.SX 1.28X4X.I953 L4.22-U - 430 //( 
A1o ;;: 3{'1.!144 + . JS846 X 4.22} 

Ts = -430X.S.9432 + 357.5X/.28X4X.477.97 + 2X26X4 
== 827 1K 
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Bending stress at crown (fi) 
fc = 430 X 8.5 X /000/ 1063 X /44 == 24 PSI 

I a feral shear stress of s_prin9lng BZ?XIZOOO _ . 
shear sfre ss -from eccentrtc L L = 2 x 113 x 194X? - 32 PSI 

shear stress from w/nd 
Total shear stress in transverse slohs 

= 63 PSi 

==- 95 PSi 

Due to the Iorge axial compressive stress_, 
d/ogono/ tension is not involved with t-hiS shear 
str_ess . The :ninimurn re9uiremenf for transverse 
re;nforcement m the slai:Js must sfi/1 be met. 

Z.IZ.S Lateral buckling and moment magnification 

At service load: 
lateral r :=: ~ = -,jll/6/34.4 = 5:7 1 

!otero/ KI-Jr = 1.13XI.06X212.5/S.7 = 41.7 
This compares with a vert/cal k'7r =o.7.X!.06X212.S/...J246/344 

2 = 59.0 
!nfprnj R ::: 7T X 3600 X /14 X ///6 == 8:9 c?OO I< 
lur..Jv c (!.IJ'XI.06X2/2.S)2 ~ 

I 
/otero/ moment magnifier = /- 4752 = /. 06 

S8200 

vertical moment magnifier = I. 09 {fOr comparison) 

At ultimate food: 
E I 'T.P. .::: (JI16.X 3600 i-S -t- • 0124% /116.X 29ooo)!44 = 173.5 x !0 6 

7(
2 

X 173.5 X 106 - K 
!otero! Pc = (!. 13 x 106 x 212.5 )2. - 26,400 

lateral moment magnifier == 1- f3X4752 = I. 38 
0.85 X 2 6, 400 

v&rt/ca! moment magnifier = /.83 (for comparison) 
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CHAPTER III - ARCH CONSTRUCTION 

3.1 Steel Arches 

It is important for the designer to consider the probable method 
of construction of the arch. This may have an effect on the choice 
of type and on the design. The principal methods of construction are: 
full falsework support; falsework bents with increasing cantilevers to 
each succeeding bent; cantilevering from each abutment by the use of 
tiebacks; and off-site construction for tied arches, followed by 
flotation to the site and vertical lifting of the full tied arch by 
means of cables. 

As pointed out in earlier chapters, erection procedure may be 
used to eliminate stress from rib shortening, shrinkage and creep. 

As is the case for all long span bridges, the designer should 
check and follow the erection procedure. This is necessary to insure 
that the actual structure is equivalent to the one assumed in design; 
and, in the case of arches, to see that the necessary closure and 
jacking procedure is followed. 

3.1 .l Cantilevering from the Abutments by Tie-Backs 

The Eads Bridge over the Mississippi at St. Louis started in 1868, 
was the first to make use of this method of erection. Temporary 
wooden towers were built on the piers to support steel tie bars. Since 
this is a multiple span bridge, balanced cantilever erection, avoiding 
the use of anchorages, could be used for all of the bridge except one
half of each end span. 

No adequate method was provided for adjustment at closure. As a 
result, difficulty was encountered in the insertion of the closing 
sections. The arch chords are steel tubes and an improvised closing 
section, made adjustable by screw threads at the ends, was used. 

Since then many long span steel arches have been erected by the 
cantilever tieback method. Some of the notable ones are the Hell Gate 
Bridge over the East River in New York City, built in 1916; the 
Rainbow Bridge at Niagara Falls, Figure 11, completed in 1941; the 
Glen Canyon Bridge, Figure 12, over the Colorado in 1958; the Lewiston
Queenston Bridge over the Niagara River; the Cold Spring Canyon Bridge 
in California; the Snake River Bridge in Idaho; and the New River Gorge 
Bridge in West Virginia, see cover. 
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For the tiebacks of the Rainbow Bridge, prestrained wire bridge 
strands were used. These were provided with adjustable links adjacent 
to their connections to the arch rib. It was necessary to adjust these 
strands to keep the arch profile close to the theoretical. Jacks were 
provided on both flanges at the crown to permit insertion of the closing 
key section of the arch rib, 11 inches long and wedge shaped, This key 
section was actually fabricated 13 inches long before milling. If 
adjustment were found necessary to get the design crown moment, it would 
have been possible to mill the section to a length lesser or greater 
than the theoretical 11 inches and to change the angle of wedge. 

After the arch was self-supporting, the jacking forces were measured. 
Making allowance for the dead load and erection load on the arch at 
that time, it was decided to use the theoretical size of the key 
section. The moment and thrust did not check out exactly, but the 
difference was considered to be within the limits of possible accuracy 
of steel weight calculations. 

The Glen Canyon Arch, see Figure 12, a truss type rib, was closed 
on a pin in the upper chord. Jacks inside the lower chord were used to 
give a calculated force of 525 kips at that stage. This force had been 
calculated on the basis of the loads, including erection equipment, on 
the arch at that time and on the temperature at that time. The chord 
was then shimmed in that position, and the holes match-marked in the 
blind connection. The holes were drilled and the jacks were then used 
to remove the shims and allow the placement of drift pins and bolts, 
The connection at this point, of course, did not provide any bearing 
and the rivets were designed to take the full maximum stress. Unlike 
the Rainbow Arch where an erection traveler on the top flanges was used 
for erection, a cableway was used at Glen Canyon to deliver the steel 
members to their final position. 

The horizontal part of the tie backs for the New River Gorge 
Bridge consisted of hollow oil well drill stems. Two of these failed 
during construction. Fortunately, the remaining intact ties were strong 
enough to take the additional load and impact. 

3.1.2 Cantilevering over Falsework Bents 

The Bayonne Bridge with a span of 1652 feet over the Kill Van Kull 
was completed in 1931. As shown in Figure 13 this arch was built by 
cantilevering over falsework bents. Rock foundation for the bents was 
at a shallow depth and plate girders for the approaches were used in the 
bents. The arch was designed to act as 3-hinged for its own weight on 
the basis of closure on a pin in the lower chord at mid-span. The arch 
was to then be converted to 2-hinged for the remainder of the dead load 
and live load by connecting the top chord over the pin in a stressless 
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condition. However, the off-center location of the ship channel would 
have required a very long cantilever on one side. It was, therefore, 
decided to close the arch at a point about 250 feet from the center of 
the span with a cantilever overhang, from the temporary bent,of 413 feet. 
This required a temporary toggle arrangement over the bent to reinforce 
the arch for the large cantilever moment, 

Since the arch was closed on a lower chord pin 250 feet from the 
center of the span, calculated jacking at closure was required. The 
stress in the closing top chord member at this point was calculated 
on the basis of a pin at the center of the span and the dead load at 
time of closure. The vertical force, acting at the closest bent, 
required to produce that stress in the 2-hinge was calculated. This 
jacking force was applied at the bent to the 3-hinged arch, The 
closing top chord member was then drilled at the blank connection to 
fit the opening under this load. The connection was riveted and the 
jacks released. This produced the required compression in the closing 
member and zero stress in the top chord member at the crown as the arch 
was designed. 

Figure 14 shows temporary supports of the arch shoe required during 
erection. Since the reaction on the pin was vertical until closure, 
temporary connections to the shoe were provided to prevent overturning. 
These consisted of a temporary extension of the shoe in front to provide 
bearing at the edge of the abutment and tension connections at the back 
of the shoe to the anchor frame in the concrete. Another temporary 
connection was required because of wind. Due to the extremely long 
cantilevered arch rib, a wind blowing at the right angles to the span 
would tend to move the windward rib away from the pin, due to negative 
wind moment, It was decided to relieve this condition by allowing the 
pin to act as a roller, as shown in the enlarged detail at the pin, 
Figure 14. This, however, introduced another problem. There was a 
possibility of an off-shore wind rolling the pin up the 10 percent 
slopes and off the shoes. To offset this possibility, an eyebar tie 
on the center line of bridge was anchored to the abutment as shown in 
Figure 14. This eyebar chain was strong enough to take the off-shore 
wind, but flexible enough to allow the transverse wind negative moment 
rotation without overstress of the eyebar chain. 

3.1.3 Off-Site Construction 

Since tied arches form a self-contained structural system, 
requiring only vertical support, they can be assembled at a convenient 
shore point, and floated to the site for bridges over navigable water. 
They are then raised to their final position. The center section of 
the main span of the Fremont Bridge in Portland, Oregon, is, in effect, 
a tied arch with a span of 902 feet. This section, weighing 6,000 tons 
was raised by means of jacks and rods mounted on the cantilevered 
sections of the span, Figure 15. This is quite similar to the 
erection of the suspended span of cantilever bridges. Two 535 ft. 
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tied arch spans over the Tennessee River near Paducah, Kentucky, were 
floated to the site on barges and raised immediately adjacent to the 
line of the bridge on falsework towers by means of jacks and rods. 
The spans of the parallel twin bridges were then skidded sideways onto 
the permanent concrete piers. Falsework in the span opening would 
probably have been less expensive, but could not be used because of 
navigation requirements. 

3.1.4 Camber for Tied Arches 

fohricafed 

fabricated short 

Camber of the rib and tie sections is for length only. Each 
section is fabricated to the radius of curvature that the rib or tie 
is intended to have under final dead load. Both rib and tie will be 
forced to assume sharper curvature while supported on falsework, in 
order to connect the stressless, cambered members. This forcing 
induces flexural stresses in the rib and tie equal and opposite to rib 
shortening stresses. The arch is erected by use of blocking under 
the tie and struts between the tie and rib. After the members are 
connected and the blocking and struts are removed, so that only end 
support is provided, the te~porar~ forced flexural stresses are 
counteracted by rib shortenin~ so that zero rib shortening stress. 
under full dead~ results. The vertical and horizontal position of 
the points of falsework support can be precalculated, and this will 
give a check on the accuracy of the fabrication and erection. In the 
case of the Fremont Bridge, all the design moments for the tie girder 
included an allowance of± 5,000 ft. kips, to allow for possible 
inaccuracies in fabrication and erection. 
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3.2 Concrete Arches 

Dating back to the early stone arches and continuing to the present 
time, the most used method of building masonry or concrete arches has 
been on timber falsework. The Cowlitz River Bridge (14) in the State 
of Washington, Figure 16, is an example of the use of full falsework, 
This arch has a span of 520 feet and the crown is 220 feet above the 
ground. In order to avoid flexural stresses from uneven support during 
removal of falsework. some means of uniform lowering of the centering 
over the full span should be used. This may be done by the use of 
jacks, sand boxes, or even wedges in the case of short spans, 

In setting the elevation of the soffit forms, the deformation of 
the timber supports, including the local deformations due to post 
bearing normal to the grain of the wood, must be taken into account. 
The actual movement during concrete placement should be monitored and 
adjustments made by the jacks if needed. 

Where openings for traffic, stream flow or navigation are required, 
steel falsework or a combination of steel and timber falsework may be 
used. 

The Sando Arch overthe Angerman River in Sweden with a span of 
866 feet, completed in 1943, was built on multiple timber falsework 
in the river. The first attempt at building this arch resulted in 
collapse in 1939. This support was a lattice type timber arch,of 
the same span as the final arch. Collapse occurred after only a small 
amount of concrete had been placed. The rib was jacked at the crown 
with a force of 6,700 tons. 

Truss type steel arch centering of the same span as the final 
concrete arch has been frequently used. A step from this was the use 
of a structural steel arch as reinforcing inside the concrete, The 
forms were suspended from the reinforcing. An example of this type of 
construction is an arch bridge over the Connecticut River at Spring
field, built in the early twenties. 

3.2.1 Freyssinet and Menager Hinge Construction 

Stresses from rib shortening, creep and shrinkage in concrete 
arches are much more important than the rib shortening stresses in 
steel arches. They can be practically eliminated by the method of 
construction. 
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One of these methods discussed in 2.5.3 is that developed by 
Freyssinet before 1930. This method involves jacking at the crown, 
or the quarter point. The effect of jacking also raises the arch 
rib off the centering. This eliminates the need for a number of 
vertical jacks for lowering the centering. Spans as great as 1,000 
feet have been built by the Freyssinet Method. The necessary camber 
is produced by the jacking. 

Another method for eliminating 11 parasitical stresses 11 is by the 
use of temporary hinges which cause the arch to act as 3-hinged for a 
specified length of time. The 3-hinged arch, being statically 
determinate, does not develop these stresses. The Menager hinge is a 
well known type of hinge for this purpose. It consists of rein
forcing bars bent in the vertical plane so as to cross each other at an 
angle, at mid-depth of the rib. These bars have sufficient strength 
to take the stress from arch thrust, and the gap in the concrete is just 
wide enough to permit rotation of the concrete. Jacks to produce quick 
rotation can also be used in conjunction with this hinge for elimination 
of stress. 

The Gladesville Bridge at Sydney, Australia, Figure 17, with the 
world•s longest concrete arch span of 1,000 feet, was built on steel 
falsework with columns at varying intervals. The arch consists of 
four parallel ribs, each made up of precast single-cell unreinforced 
units 20 feet wide by approximately 10 feet long. The units were raised 
to the top of the falsework at the center of the span, and then moved 
down the falsework. Three inch joints between the units were poured 
in place. Freyssinet flat jacks were placed between the units at the 
quarter points of the span. 

After closure at the crown, the jacks were used to open the ribs 
3 l/2 inches at each quarter point. This was for the purpose of lifting 
the rib from the falsework and for reducing stresses from rib shortening, 
creep and shrinkage. 

The ribs were set with a 1 foot wide opening between them trans
versely, and diaphragms inside the ribs and between the ribs were used 
at 50 foot intervals. These diaphragms were post-tensioned transverse 
to the ribs. The 1 foot space between the ribs was continuously filled 
with concrete of a thickness equal to that of the top slab of the cells. 

Use of jacks at the quarter points instead of the crown permitted 
jacking for axial force only, since the quarter point is practically 
on the line of the elastic center of the rib. Jacks at the crown 
would have been required to jack in a large moment as well as an axial 
force. 
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The use of unreinforced units required a larger cross-sectional 
area; and the resulting increased dead load on such a long span, in 
turn, further increased the area. Reinforced units with projecting 
bars and sufficient space between the units for lap of the bars in 
the poured-in-place concrete might be more economical. 

3.2.2 Tieback Construction 

Construction of concrete arches by means of anchored tie~backs is 
becoming increasingly popular. An arch bridge with a span of 656 feet 
was built near Port Elizabeth in South Africa about 1970, Figure 18. 
The Hokawazu Creek Bridge in Japan, Figure 19, with a span of 560 feet 
was built about 1973; and a 315 foot span was recently built in 
Austria. All of these bridges have hollow box cross-sections and the 
concrete was poured in place in about 10 to 20 foot lengths on 
movable forms cantilevered from the completed sections. 

The South African bridge used cable tie-backs passing over a 
temporary tower built on top of the land pier adjacent to the arch 
abutment, and anchored in the rock slope. Anchorage jacks were used for 
adjustment of these ties. 

The Hokawazu Bridge used 76 prestressing rods for tie-backs, See 
Figure 20. These rods were anchored in the permanent bridge abutments, 
designed for this purpose. The horizontal rods were laid on the 
roadway deck which was constructed along with the arch rib. Temporary 
diagonal rods from the deck to the arch rib were used between the 
columns. The arch is two-hinged and the columns are pinned at both 
ends. There are also joints in the deck over the crown and at the 
bridge abutments. The deck is a voided slab with a depth of only 26 
inches. The arch rib has a depth of about 8 feet at the crown and 
10 feet at the springing. The arch rib is flared laterally at the 
springing for earthquake resistance. The column hinges, shallow deck 
and joints minimize deck participation with the arch rib, The columns 
are heavier than normally used, because they must take the vertical 
component of the temporary diagonals. The tem~orary rod diagonals 
are protected from the sunshine by tubes of vesicated styrene, The 
neat would effect tension in the bars. The horizontal bars on the 
deck are protected by thick wood planks. 

3.2.3 Elimination of Rib Shortening, Creep and Shrinkage Stress 

Bridges constructed by the tie-back method also permit the 
reduction or elimination of stresses from rib shortening, creep and 
shrinkage. The tension in the several ties can be adjusted by jacks so 
that their release, after closure, results in stresses opposite in sign 
to the ''parasitical stresses." Due to the effect of stress relaxation, 
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larger reverse moments are required than the moments actually produced 
by rib shortening, creep and shrinkage, see 2.5.3. 

An article on the Hokawazu Bridge, in "Annual Report of Roads, 
1974" of the Japan Road Association. gives a table of stresses. An 
analysis of these stresses indicate that reverse stresses were intro
duced in this bridge. The effect of creep and shrinkage results in a 
large change in dead load stress after the time at which the full dead 
load is in place. In the case of the Hokawazu Bridge, the immediate 
maximum dead load stress is 1,700 psi, which compares to a maximum dead 
load stress after ending of creep and shrinkage of 1,230 psi. The 
initial stresses fall off rapidly in the beginning, so this initial 
condition is only for a short time. 

The arch rib should be constructed high to allow for the subsequent 
deflection, after closure, from dead load rib shortening, creep and 
shrinkage. This is true regardless of whether or not measures are taken 
in construction to eliminate stresses from rib shortening, creep and 
shrinkage. The same ultimate deflection will still occur, because 
this deflection is due to the shortening of the arch axis from dead 
load thrust and shrinkage. 

If the transfer of load is from a rib supported by tie backs to a 
self-supporting rib after placing the key, there is a considerable 
change of stress and position of the rib at release of the tie-backs. 
The maximum stress in the Hokawazu Arch rib during erection was about 
2,200 psi near column P3, Figure 19, even though the section area used 
at this point was about l .5 times the section area used at the crown. 
The maximum stress in the arch rib under design load is about 1 ,400 psi 
at the same point. However, this stress is at the intrados, whereas 
the 2,200 psi erection stressis at the extrados. The effect of 
change in stress and position of the rib in going from the cantilevered 
condition to the arch condition must be taken into account in determining 
the position of the two cantilevers at the time of making the closing 
pour at the crown. 
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APPENDIX - DERIVATION AND ORIGIN OF EQUATIONS 

Equations 2 and 3 are the same as given in the 1977 Interim AASHTO 
Eq. 1, Specification for Bridge, #20, replacing Article 1.7.90, and explained 
2 & 3 in the Commentary. 

Fig. 5 
and 

Eq. 41 
&4la 

Equation 1 is for use in calculating live load deflection under 
service load, and is therefore the same as equations 2 and 3 with the 
numerical overload factor omitted. 

K values, Fig. 3, are from Third Edition, Col. Research Council 
Guide, Chapter 16. 

g, 600,000 d 
= X for 2-hinged steel arch 

11 fbs g, 

Where t = arch span 

d = depth of arch rib 

11 = live load deflection 

fbs = 1 i ve load bending stress for service condition 

Maximum live load deflection for a 2-hinged arch occurs approximately 
at the quarter point under a load over half the span. The loaded half of 
the span deflects downward and the unloaded half moves upward with a 
point of zero deflection at approximately the center of the span. 

The approximate equation for live load deflection is based on the 
assumption of a simple span equal to one half the arch span and a 
parabolic shape to the moment curve over this simple span. Using the 
well known method for deflection whereby the moment curve is treated as 
a load and the moment due to this 11 load 11

, divided by EI, is equal to the 
deflection: 

Mg, 5t 1 
£:,. = 6 X 32 X IT = 

5MR.2 

192EI 

Th b d. t f · 1 t Md where d = ·b d th th f e en 1ng s ress, bs' 1s equa o 2f' r1 ep ; ere ore: 

M 2fbs 
I = -d-

and 11 = 5t2 • 2fbs = 
---2-- d 192 X 9,000 
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Fig.6 

Eq. 4a-
4e 

Eq. 4f-
4g 

rounding off: 

~ = 

and = 

fbs12 
600,000d 

600,000 

fbs 
Md 

substituting 2f for fbs 

~ = 1,200,0001 

d 

1 

and transposing, gives Eq. 41: 

Mt2 
= 41EI 

Maximum live load deflection for a fixed arch' occurs at the crown. 
Under a load over the central part of the span, the crown moves downward, 
and the outer parts of the span move upward. The points of zero deflection 
are assumed 0.351 apart. This is based on the K value of 0.7L for 
buckling of a fixed arch. Equation 4la was derived in a similar manner 
to equation 41, but using the span as 0.351. 

1 = 44 + 0.6/i 
d 

This equation for the 1/d ratio is based partly on the ratios used 
for existing arches, and partly on the ratio required to meet a live load 
deflection-to-span ratio of l/1200, as determined by the equation of 
Figure 5. The 1/d curve of Figure 6 will meet this requirement for 
fbs = 9 ksi up to a span of 400 feet, and for fbs = 8 ksi up to a span 
of 900 feet. As the span gets longer the dead load axial stress becomes 
larger, resulting in less allowable stress available for bending. The 
use of higher strength steels for longer spans will counteract this 
lowering of the available allowable stress for bending. The net effect 
is usage of a somewhat smaller ratio of depth to span as the span gets 
longer. 

These equations for the horizontal reactions due to change of 
temperature were obtained by integrating the equations given in many 
text books for arches, assuming constant I and a parabolic arch axis. 

These equations are based on the same assumptions as for Eq. 4a -
4e, and the assumption that the change in span length from dead load 
axial stress, if unrestrained, would be: 

Ac = rib area at the crown 

and r 2 = 

de 
For the trussed rib, 2' is substituted for r. 
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Eq. 4! These equations are obtained in a similar manner to 4f and 
&4m 4g, using the sum of the axial change in length of the rib and 

tie = HoLlAr + HoLIAt and by adding Ir to It in the equation for 
Hrt· 

Eq. 5 These are as adopted in the 1977 AASHTO Interim Specifications 
to 18 and explained in the Commentary. 

Eq. 19 The derivation of these equations is explained in the text. 
to 27 

Eq. 28 The origin of these equations is explained in the text. 
& 28a 

Eq. 29 This equation and the equation on the following page are given 
in various forms and rotation in text books on vibration. ..Engineering 
Vibrations 11 by Jacobsen and Ayre is one. 

Eq. 30- These equations are based on weights in actual bridges. Since 
34 they include both the roadway framing and the arch steel, different 

strength steels may be included in a single bridge. In a general 
way, the 11 t 11 term includes both the effect of more steel per foot 
in a longer span and the use of higher strength steels as the spans 
get 1 onger. 

Eq. 35 H = simple beam moment from uniform load divided by h = Wt 2/8h. 
This assumes that the arch axis is so shaped as to eliminate dead load 
bending moment. 

Eq. 36 These are based on typical influence lines for arches. 
& 37 

Eq. 38 These equations are based partly on typical influence lines for 
& 39 arches. If Is is placed equal to zero in equation 38, this equation 

becomes the same as equation 39. Placing Is equal to zero might be 
considered equivalent to hinged ends. Equation 38 goes from 0.324t 
for constant I to 0.222t for Is = 4Ic· 

The following is proof of equation 38 for use in preliminary 
design. Assume a parabolic axis and uniform live load. 

Ordinate to arch axis at quarter point= 0.75h 

Full span loaded: H = l/2 Wt 2/8h and V = Wt f 2 

Left half of span loaded: H = 1/2 Wt 2/8h = Wt 2/l6h 

VL = 3W.Q./8 
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Eq. 40 

Eq. 41 
& 4la 

Eq. 42 
42a 
42b 
42c 

Eq. 43, 
44 &45 

Mq. p. 

Wt2 
_jt 
8 

t2 e 

te 

= 3Wt X !: - Wt (.:.) 
2 

8 4 2 4 
- Wt 2 

X 3h 
16h 4 

3 1 3 2 
= (32 .... 32 - 32)Wt 

= 1 2 fii.<lt ' where te 

= 1 2 
8 9. 

• 0.3549. 

- _2. Wt 2 

64 

= equ i Y. simp 1 e span 

therefore, use equivalent simple span = 0.369. 

A similar approach for a concentrated load at the quarter point 
gives approximately the same equivalent simple span. 

The effect of applying uniform load through uniformly spaced 
columns or hangers to the arch rib is to add moment to the moment 
which would occur for directly applied uniform load. This added moment 
is equivalent to the moment occurring in a uniformly loaded continuous 
beam on equally spaced supports, but opposite in sign. Thus, for a 
column spacing of bl' the added rib moment is +Wbt/12 = +Pbl/12 under 
the columns, and -Pbl/24 midway between columns. 

See under derivation for Figure 5. 

These equations assume no dead load bending moment in the arch 
except dead load rib shortening moment, and uniform dead load axial 
stress equal to fa. The second term of each equation is the downward 
deflection at the crown due to shortening of the arch axis from dead 
load axial stress, assuming the arch to be unrestrained horizontally 
at one abutment. The second term represents the effect of the bending 
moment in the rib produced by the horizontal restraint at the abutments. 
The second term can be arrived at from the horizontal reactions produced 
at the abutments by a unit vertical load at the crown. The equations 
assume constant fa and constant temperature along the arch axis. 

These equations are the effect of lateral eccentricity of the live 
load on a wide arch barrel. Their derivation is explained in the text. 

Eq. 46a- These equations are similar to equations 42- 42c for steel arches. 
47d The effect of creep has been assumed as 2.4 times the initial rib 

shortening. The shrinkage coefficient has been taken as 0.0003. 

Eq. 48a- These equations differ from the corresponding ones for steel arches 
48h to allow for a non-uniform depth of rib. 
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Eq. 49a 
& 49b 

The basis for these equations is explained in the text. 

Table II Equations 50a and 50b, with variable numerical constants, are given 
Eq. 50a in a number of texts on torsion. The numerical constants given here are 
to 50f close enough within the limit of b/d ~ 10. 

Equations 50b to 50f were derived by a method given in 11 Torsion in 
Structures, 11 by C. F. Koe 1 brunner and K. Bas 1 er. 
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